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ABSTRACT: Of all the rocket fuels used at present or proposed
for the future, solid rocket fuels or, as they were called
earlier, rocket powders, are the most ancient. In the first
primitive rockets which appeared long ago, black gun powder -
solid rocket fuel - was burned. At present, new compositions
of solid fuels which approximate liquid fuels with respect to
their energy properties have been discovered. The servicing
of rockets with solid propellant engines is considerable
simpler thani for liquid propellant rockets. All this has
caused renewed interest among rocket builders in solid rocket
fuels. This book is devoted to a description of the
compositions of rocket fuels, their energy and service
properties. The book is written from material of the domestic
and foreign open press and is intended for soldiers, sergeants.
st.uierts in military schools, and for a broad",ud.c,.. of
readers interest I in rocket technology. English
translation; 59 pages.
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Solid Rocket ProDellants

Of all the rocket propellants applied at the present
or proposed by technical progress for the future, solid
rocket propellonts, or, as they were earlier called, rocket
powders, are the most ancient. The first primitive rockets
that appeared in the distant past burned black (smoky)
powder, i.e., solid rocket propellant.

New compositions of solid propellants are presently
being invented with energy characteristics similar to
liquid propellants. The maintenance of rockets with solid-
propellant engines is considerably simplcr than that of
ro2kets with liquid-propellant engines. All this again
IroUsed th- inter-st of rocket builders toward solid rocket
proxc 1 li2nts.

Tnis vamphl( t Is devoted to a description of the
(oomno. itiors ," rock(t propellants, their energy [Dower]
t~hkr. t rir:tl7; nd ope rotiornal properties.

Th, ,-,mrphlet wa, s written on the basis of domestic
1i'd fort it n _pupn-source mirterials and is intended for
nlisted m n, NVCO's, students of military schools, and

' I~o for % wl rriety of rea-ders interested in rocket

Anitoliy Ivanovich Silnt'y, v
Engineer -Colonel

T



INTRODUCTION

,'ontemporary rocket engines are heat machines. The work of any heat machine

: '4* nir a source of thermal energy, i.e., fuel.

Th, fuels applied in rocket engines are called propellants.

t'on1emporary rocket j!'ropellants are chemical substances which give off thermal

i, r.ry result :of chemical reactions (burning): therefore, they are called

-n, ::.ic' rop Ilants in distinction, for instance, from intranuclear and electrical

In -ner~il, c .t'propellants consist of a fuel and an oxidizer. Depending

It- rhys., il state cl" the fuel and oxidizer, rocket propellants, as a rule,

-.*1 1, two forms, i.e., liiuld propellants [LP] (2 T) and solid propellants InP]

ITn. E,- :ordnce. with these forms of propellants, corresponding rocket enginers

t,v. 1,- develcped: liauid-nropellant rocket engines [LPRE] (Xg f) and solid-

.,u:L ..llt rocket enlns [.P E] (PXITT).

-c; : nropel1.mt.s zsilar to contemporary black powder were the first sources

.r. o:" rock, . -n.ines and were applied for the first time in China and India

1-. '.1.:ininiL of our -..- onoglogy. Black powder later remained only as a

ront I Lasit for rocket e.ni ,n.

irir to inve.,ntion tl.., snmokeless powder and artillery waponn with riPL, d

i r,.- , rockets i.'ith SPiY 
"
, rr. widely applied in military operations and were

L!! I i. 1 1n ttl. arrin'ifn.t C' C ,. armies of many countries.

i... ver. c" ,:. v. 1," sm-ll reserve of energy in black powder and the

•,I ,, toy o!:,, form, I iuning its burning did hot make it possible to

. .' * ,. ,'tion-I re ko t chiic'h could compete wi th rifled cnnon-type artillery.
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As the cannon-type artillery improved, and its powk-, closeness .f firinc

pattern, and rate of fire increased, the ineffective operational rockets wre

almost completely withdrawn from the armament of armies.

Before the Second World War, are especially in the course of it, r.

SPEF of mainly tactical assigninnt again obtained an Import-rnt v,I(, - .. tppear( C

in the irmament of the fighting armies.10 .let scientists, considerably earlier thkr', ,hk others, re.icht d successes,

I in thW ',ret of creating ?ontemporary rockets with SPRE. Already in 1939 rocket

missiles wertC part of the aviaJi,_O trmament and in -411 at Mos, cow our famvus

"Ktyushats" [rocket launchers] brought phaL and terror to th, I te soldir,.

During the Second World War, rocket, with SPht -ined the widest -pplic-'ti(,

and in many cases the impact of its influence exceeded tk'at of cannon-type artillk'ry.

The successes in the creation of ru,,, ts with SPRE became pos iL due to the

a.s. of nw nitrocellulose propellants (rocket puwA. ).

The postwar period of the development of rocket technology was characterized

by cutstanding achievements in the area of the development of guided rockets with

LPRE. The high effectiveness of liquid-propellant rockets and the well-developed

propulsion systems and flight control systems in a short period of time made it

possible to attain huge successes in the task of the conquest of space, Many

rorkets with LPRE of various range also were developed for the needs of the army

and navy.

The appearance of new solid-propellant mixtures and the improvement of the.

op -rating characteristics of nitrocellulose propellants made it possible to develop

rw, more improved rockets with SPRE.

Thus, for instance, the United States is replacing rockets with LPRE (Cor-p. r-l

,nd Redstone) with rockets with SPRE (Sergeant and Pershing). Sinmuitaniously,

intt r,,ontin~ntal, antiaircraft, and research solid-pronellant rockets are, beira,

deve Loped (Polaris, Minuteman, Scout, and others). Superpowerful SeRE's with

thrust up to thousands of tons and a service life up to ncarly on( minute -tlso ar,

beinr do,ined. The propellant charges of tht s( engines will wt igh hundred- ol'

i, aoid will hac a diameter of up to five m,-ter t-nd a lengih of Ap o tw ikty

Thble I givts data on rockets with SPhE according to thr duve lopint of Wr.at

propt Ilanto ind more improved engint designs. From a comparison of th, iat, jgiv- ,.



Table 3. Comparative Da-1 of Rockets with SPRE
Y( ar of' Gross weight
9pplication Rockets Propellant of rocket, kg Range, km

1799 Itidia,, rockvts Black powder 6
leo0-1eo7 British rockcts The same 3-11 i.8-2.7
1815-1870 Russian incendi- The same - 2.4-3.5

ary and fragmenta- 
- 2

t ion-demoli tion
rockets

i'9-!T5 Soviet rockets Nitrocellulose 8 5.5
2.5 7.9-8.5

127 4.5
I.a4-i94~ Jerman turbojet The same 34 6.9

missiles 127 4.5
"-1145 American rockets The same 19.3 4.7527.6 o. 20
.tk- l9 5 1 Rockets of dif-

iferent capitalistic
countries adopted
for service: 18-1(

- antipersonnel' The same 200-400 32-50
- tactical The same 2000-2700 160-200

P1',m 1951 - - operational- , Nitrocellulose 9000-11,000 1600-2400
,nd lter tactical jand hybrid

- medium radius Hybrid 13,000 8000
of action

leing - inter- The same Up to 36,000
dtveloped ,ountinental

Projects - space The same Over 300,000 For satellite
___launching

in T'tbl, 1, ope m.y se that zonsiderable successes in the creation of rockets with

"'Pi, WIV( been mnde in the last decade.

,olld proptllpn , ire finding wide application in the engines of guided

-1101tm11)k nissil_.q [tAT1' ? (iITYPC), guided and unguided airciaft rockets, in thr

r'-ktt wcpons of th nvy, jnd also as boosters rond assisted-takeoff engines for

roe!;ts ind aircraft i.1). In addition, solid propellants are being used

sica-ss1u4ly to drtvt th ' us accessories on rockets, iircraft, and earth
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The various nreas of application of solid propellants impose on them diversified

requirement3 which are not always possible to satisfy; therefore solid rocket

propellants cannot completely reolacc liquid propellants. Both propellants are

applied in rocket I-e-hnology where they can be used with the greatest effectiveness.
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-CHAPTER I

GENERAL INFORMATION

§ 1. Rocket Propellants - Sources of Energy of Rocket Motion

All sources of energy which can be used for rocket motion are subdivided into

'.ic I -rg groups: chemical and nonchemical.

The nonchemical source's or energy include sources of electrical energy and

vn-t'.,gy of nuclear fission (atomic or nuclear energy); when nonchemica. energy
are usd in rocket engines, the rocket must have, in addition Io the

:rc. I-nit, n, sub st'nce that directly accomplishes work, i.e., a working substnnce.

cn.:hemlcal ofi'- oi energy have not yet found much application in rocket

. "aology.

,'.h,mical sources of energy include ull form of chemical substances (fuels)

i..,ic'h can burn rapidly in an engine chamber with the release of a large quantity

3" I. :t and combust.ooi products.

In nationa[l- eonomic power engineering, fuels are defined only as combustible

.zA p. n (t, coaL, oil, nat'ural'gases) which burn in an atmosphere (in K
,. - cxyger',,. nn board a rocket which moves both in an atmosphere and in a

It Is ecetssa'ry to hqve both a fuel and an oxidizer or such complicated

ch.t-iat subst-tnces whi'.eh woild have fuels and oxidizing elements in their

As e- lreadv .,rti:" . 'ocket propellants are subdivided into two basic

forms :cco: Izig to their p'-y:-cal aggregate state: liquid and solid.

Li id .ro:-cll:,', w a Ylize, consist of two component3: in oxidizer and

1 ., v: I hare stor, J separitely. They are combined in the combustion chamber

PRECEDING P*01GE BLANK



and only there do they become the actual propellant.

In distinction from liquid propellants, solid propellants '-ire monopropellnt

(complex) which contain both fuels and oxidizing elements in their compositior.

Solid propellants are manufactured in factories from various solid and iil,

subotances in the form of grains in a specific geometric shape arid ar. utd ill

engines tn this form.

The physical properties of the propellant determine the engine design.

If we compare the diagrams of the [LPRE] (XFA) and the [SPRE] (PTT) (Fig. 2),

it is possiblc to note their essential distinction: the propellant components in

the LPRE are locatea in different tanks of" thE feed system and art. .,ap(cd Into the

combustion chamber; the cmbustion chamber in the Sha, Is simultaneously tht

propellant container ("magazine"); this is one of the advantages of rocket engines

that ope .tion on solid propellant.

Both liquid and solid rocket propellants

-M.-- -must possess a large reserve of energy and form

a, a large quantity of gaseous products while burninC.
S

However, solid propellants have a large

,& number of special requiremonts.

* In general, these requirements amount to the

following:

a) the ready propellant should be chemically

a) and physically stable, i.e.., it should not

change its properties during storage due to the

influence of external conditions, in particular

b) temperature and atmospheric humidity;

Fig. 2. Diagrams of rocket b) the propellant grains must possess
e ngli~ - q) dinrrnm of
LPwRE with turbopump feed certain mechanical properties: they wust not
system: I - oxidizer tank;
2 - fuel tank; 3 - oxidizer be destroyed during transportation and durinC
pump; 4 - fuel pump; 5 -
combustion chamber; 6 - rocket launching, and must not essentially chang(
bottle of compressed gas;
7 - bottle with hydrogen their mechanical properties when the temperature
proxide; 8 - steam-gas
- ,enerator; 9 - turbine; b) changes;
diagram of SPRE: I -
engine chamber with thermal c) the propellants must ignitc easily, burn
insulation; 2 - solid-
propellant charge; 3 - completely and stably in the engints at rather low

gand high p-essures, and insignificantly chnnge

" -8-



their burning rate depending upon the change of the external temperature.

For use in specific rockets, the propellants are presented with a number of

additional special requirements.

Know.ing the requiremtnts imposed on solid rocket propellants, it is possible

to define them: solid rocket propellants are compact, unitary, complex chemical

systemis that poss,-ss a reserve of energy and have the neucessary physical and

mechanical roperties which permit their use in rocket engines.

The necessary properties are giver to solid rocket propellants in process of

the'ir manufacture by selecting the neeessary chemicals.

Oolid rocket propellants can burn rapiIly with the release of a considerable

en'rIgCy content and combustion products whi2h pickup this energy and serve as tqe

working substance of a Jet engine.

§ 2. Classification of Solid Rocket Propellants

Solid rocket propellants can be classified according to purpose, engine type,

'nd th, nature of the substances in their comoosition (see Fig. i).

With respect to purpose, solid propellants are divided into primary-pr os

propellants (for primary rocket engines) and secondary-purpose propellants (for

driving rocket accessories, e.g., pumps, control mechani*ms, and for launehing

and tboosting trolleys.

With resptci to engine type., solid propellants divide into propellants for

rocket sustainers, for rocktt boosters, for ramjet engines [RJE] (flBPA), and for

,uxi liary engines.

With respect to the n ture of the substances in their composition and the

mthods of their manufqcture, solid rocket propellants are sudivided into

nitrocellulose solid rocket propellants (rocket powders) and hybrid solid rocket

TT I Ctrccllulos lid rockeT propellants are, as a rule, complex systems whoe(

ncrty and physico-mechanIcal properties determine the cellulose nitrates which

irke dissolved and plastiJ!Ed by low-volatile solvents.

IVI*rocellulose propcllalts, depending upon the nature of the low-volatile

solvpnt, are subdivided i_'_:

-nitrogy cerin nit ro:. ilulose propellants, where the solvent of the cellulos,

trates is nitr~o{rlc, ii k riyceryl frinitrate);

-nitro[,.lycol nitrocellulose propellants, where the solvent of thc ce.lulon.

-9-



nitrates Is nitrodiglycol (diethylene glycol dinitrate).

Mixed solid rocket propellants are mechanical mixtures of mineral oxidizero,

fuels, and binders.

In many cases the fuel also is simultaneously the binder, and conv( l.t,' "

therefore, they frequently are combiied into one category, i.e., 'utl ul..drs.

DvpenJing upon the properties of the fuel binders, mixed solid rocket

propell qts can be:

- ropellants on a low-molecular fuel base (black powder, RJE propellants,

' etc.) ;

- propellants on a high-molecular futi-binder base.

Mixed solid rocket propellants can differ wit, j-rd to the nature of the

oxidizer and the nature of the hL;h-rolecular fuel binder.

With respect to the nature of the futJ. binder, they can be: 1 1o, butadik-,

)olyurethnv, bituminous, etc. With regard to tnu nature of the oxidizer:

perchlorate (on an ammonium perchlorate or potassium perchlorate base), nitrate

(on an ammonium nitrate base with a mixture of it and potassium nitrate), and

picrate (on an ammonium picrate base).

The primary-purpose propellants used most often in rocket engines are various

compositions of nitrocellulose and mixed (on a high-molecular fuel-binder base)

solid rockct propellants.

They will be considered subsequently in more detail.

I



CHAPTER II

SOLID PROPELLANT COMPOSITIONS

§ 3. Nitrocellulose Propellants

There are many varieties of nitrocellulose propellants which differ in

composition and component weight ratio. However, the weight ratio of the base

substances - cellulose nitrates and solvent - varies insignificantly. As a rule,

th, compcsition of nitrocellulose propellants (with regard to weight) can vary

witniri the following limits:

Cellulose nitr Ies ......... .................... 54-6o%

solvents-plasticizers (nitroglycerin or nitrodiglycol). . 25-43%

Additienal plasticizers and substances which regulate the
energy characteristics of the propellants .. ...... .8-ii%

Chemical stabilizers ....... ................... .Up to 1-5%

Substances which facilitate propellant manufacture
(technological additives) ..... ............... .. Up to 2%

oul,otances which improve the rate of propellant
burning (crtnlysis and burning stabilizers) ........ .Up to 5%

Table 2 gives the composition of typical nitrocellulose propellants.

1Iil Ju y , ir'r h 4 i.e 2 that nitrocellulose propellant are very complicated,

RmulticcMponent systems in which each substance has its own role in accordanct

ILithl It,, prOpt rtt s.

Cuilulosc nitratt-o [,i[] (HHp are the energy bases of propell.nts, i.e., th, y

releast a miximum quantlt%, , ; 'eat upon combustion. They aflso simultancously

1 1, rmlt th, physico-ro, eh ,-al properties ol propellants.

(7 lil'o,,t ni-tr ,' rt ol -)ined by treating cellulose mqter.Lxls (cotton, pap r)

,'ith nult,'n ,cWI in th, presence oi" sulf'uric acid. This process is called nitraton.



Table 2. Composition of Nitrocellulose Propella._

Quantity of substances (b weightj
Substance U USA Former gray army

1i 11M MFfj M-13 -7 -!)IT _T-8' Dg Dri , R-01
2o-2 10.2

Cellulose
nitrates 12 57- -

with 12.2 - - - - 56 - 55.5nitrogen 12.5 - - - - - - 59.8 61.5
content 13,15 - - 52.2 57.3 - 57. - 58 60.2 -in %Ntrogyei .... 28 274. 002 3.1752.

'11"i rodiglycol. . 39 .3 1.

Dinitrotoluene . ... 111 9.3 -1I0.5 10.5

Diethyl phthalate. - -,
Chemical stabilizers 3 0.6 1.2 7.2' 1,7 4.0 8.0 0.7 2.5 3.5

Graphite or carbon .- 0.1 - 0.1 0.2 - - - -

Magnesium oxide. - - - - - - 0. 0.3 0.5

Technological
additives ..... -- O. . 0.5 0.5 - - -

Cther substances . . - - 1.2 1.1051 0 .5 1.51 0.5 - 2.1 0.5

Sulfuric acid is added during nitration in order to bind the water released in the

course of the reaction.

In simple form the reaction of nitration may be represented as follows:

HAO,
C.H70 (OH)3 + nHNO3 -- * CH0, (OH)3 - a(ONOs)4 + nHtO.

Inasmuch as In the process of nitration it is not possible to completely

SL'place the OH groups in cellulose with ONO2 groups, cellulose nitrates, with

regord to their chemical composition, are very heterogeneous, high-molecular

compounds that consist of various fractions which contain a various quantity of

ON0 2 groups (n varies from zero to three). In view of this, the technical forms

of cellulose nitrates are distinguished first of all by their nitrogen content

and solubility in an ether-alcohol mixture.

;i.tr) regard to nitrogen content, cellulose nitrates are divided on pyroxylin

(with n nitrogen content from 12.0 to 13.5%) and collodion (with a nitrogen content

less than 12;").

The nitrogen content also determines many properties of cellulose nitrates.

,ius, the higher the nitrogen content, the lower their solubility it, low-volatile

solvtnts, but the higher their energn characteristics and burning tmpcraturc,

and the lower the specific volume of gases.

Cellulose nitrates ignite easily from an open flame and even a small spark.

-12-
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Th. ir tirrnitir occurs due to the active oxygen that is contained in the ONO 2 groups

-ua ,lot s not require an cxtr, nal oxygen supply. The combustion products are

co", cO, 1120, 1!2, -?d i; ,as-s

Thc heat of ont ion of pyroxylin is 800-900 kcal/kg, gas volume is

, 0-800 litr/Rk, ",iA Its turning teTrr rature is up to 30000K; the heat of

coid-us, 1c, of -cllrodion is 800-900 kcal/kg, gas volume is 920-930 liter/kg, and its

,Ombustion temperatur( is 2-00°0K.

C.llulose nitrates are solid fibrous substances with a specific gravity of

!.-i.Li g/cm 3
. They are hygroscopic, i.e., they can a:orb and retain a

-oVr!tively large amount (i.5-2.5%) of moisture. Their hygroscopicity is less,

fiva greater the nitrogen content.

With regard to tbeir reserve of energy,. cellulose nitrates could be used

lirr,-tly as a propellant since they contain combustible elements (carbon and

hyirogen) and active oxygen. However, the direct use of cellulose nitrates a-

•olid propellants is impossible inasmuch as solid, progressive-buirning grains cannot

be manufactured from them. Even if they are very intensely pressed in grains, they

will have pores. The burning of these grains in an engine will occur with an

explosion and will cause the destruction of the engine.

In order to manufacture compact, mechanically strong grains, cellulose

nitrates art treat-d w ith solvents and plasticizers. In the process of treatment,

•t compgrativcly high temp-rtures and pressures, solid solutions, or plasticized

*.,lJulose nitrates are obtained. In order not to lower the energy reserve of t,

prop llant, the soivents and certain plasticizers are selected from those which

'•,ctially contain active oxyren and have a large energy reserve. The most

-,ncrtcirrit for th( se purposes turned out to be nitroglycerin and nitrodiglycol.

.iI roly -trn nJ nitrodirlycol also are the energy bases of nitrocellulose

n t1rt.;* ,i,"n ouoly ensure the manulacturc of a homogeneous, physic',I ]y

,,I 0oi, pi'Op l I Pin ma .

1'Au , nit roc I lilo.,, propellants include, as a rule, two substanc s that qrt

Sh ,i ~uur,.c of' nt ,, in the propellant (cellulost nitrates and rnitroglycer i

, t rll Aijlycol), and ti "- arc still called double-bose propollant.,.

, is -, ,ui ittc ester of triatomic glycerin alcohol and nitric

4. It is ",:iiy '1. , y th( intera)ction of nitric Icid and Jlycerir, In th,

-i 5-



presence of sulfuric acid according to the following re!or'Lon:

CH, - OH + HNO CHI O - NOt
I wA OICH - OH + HNO j -- o CH -0- NO. + 310.
I I

CHs - OH + HNO CHI-O-NOt.

ai'troglycerin is one of the most powerful explosives. It is very sensitive

to oho-ks and friction.

Nitroglycerin also burns due to the active oxygen that is contained in the

ONO 2 gr~ois. The total oxygtr, content in nitroglycerin is retained with an excess

for complete oxidation of the combustib1c elements - hydrogen and carbon. Therefore,

the combustion products of nitroglycerin are CO. , 11,0, N2 , and a slight amount of

oxygen 02.

Burning is accompanied by the L.U; se of 1465 kcal/kg of heat with the

formation of 715 liter/kg of gases at a temperr"ure of up to 4400°K.

With respect to its energy reserve, it exceeds ceilulose nitrates and is a

very important component part of propellants.

Under normal conditions, nitroglycerin is a transparent, odorless liquid with

a spacific gravity of 1.6 /cm3 . At a temperature of 13.2°C it crystallizes into

rhombic crystals. Pure (without an acid admixture) nitroglycerin is a more chemically

stable substance than cellulose nitrate. It intensely evaponrats at a temperature

of 50 0 Z.

Various ratios of cellulose nitrates and nitroglycerine are the double bases

of contemporary nitrocellulose rocket propellants.

Nitrodigkycol is a complete ester of nitric acid and diethylune glycol. It

is obtained in approximately the same way as nitroglycerin:

CH- - CH=OH + HN1 CHI - CH..- -- NO,

0 -- + 2HO.

CH, -t-CH + IINOj - CHI - 0- NOI

Nitrodiglycol also is an explosive; it is less sensitive to machdnicl

irzl'Luences than nitroglycerin.

There is less active oxygen in, nitrodiglycol. The combustion products of'

nitroiiglycol are CO2 , C0, 120, if2, and N2 gases. Burning is accompanied by a

release of about 1030 kcal/kg of heat an, the formation of 1020 liter/kg of gas(

with a temperature of up to 28000K.
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Under normal conditions, nitrodiglycol is a colorless, sometimes yellowish,

odorless liquid with a specific gravitv of 1.39 g/cm'. It solidifies at a

temperature of -11.30M.

Nitrodiglycol dissolve3 and plasticizes cellulose nitrates better than

r,itroblycerln. However, bvcause it i3 impossible to vary the energy properties

of doubl-basc- zumpositions of nitrodiglycol and cellulose nitrates in wide limits,

nitrodiglycol is used less often than nitroglycerin, for the manufacture of

nitrocellulose propellants.

Nitroglycerin in combination with cellulose nitrates, depending upon their

rtC l~ionship in the bipropellant system, provide wide limits of the energy

apAbilities of these propellants. The greater the content of nitroglycerin in the

,ropellant, the greater the reserve of energy. But with a very large content of

itroglycerin (more than 40-49%), the physico-mechanical properties of the double

:ystemis are sharply lowered; they simply become Jelly-like (viscous) and it is

impossible to make grains from therm. ln addition, double systems do not always

?orrespond to the requirements imposed upon solid rocket propellants and a number

of other properties; therefore, several other substances are introduced into

'.ellulose ritrate-nitroglycerin (nitrodiglycol) double systems.

Additional e1asticizers and substances which regulate the energy properties

of nitrocellUlose propellants. They include dinitrotoluene [DNT] (U'fT), dibutyl

plith-ilate [TBP] (AB-), and diethyl phthalate [DEP] (,t ).

Diniltrotoluenp Co U1.CH 5 (NO2 )2 is a dark-yellow crystal substance with a specific

gravity of 1.52 g/cm3 and a melting point of 70.50C. For the manufacture of

propcllants, it is applied in melted form.

Dibut. pjhthalate C6i114(COOC4H9 )2 and diethyZl phthalate C6H4(COOC2H 4), are

colorless liquids which wAl plasticize cellulose nitrates.

The substnrw*s c -~ grcup, .-.hich ar orgnic nopcunds, combinc wcill with

I t-olatile solvents. Tnfy do not contain at all or contain very little

0inltrotoluene) active c,,ygen; therefore, in the oxidation (burning) of the

Irbon and hydrogen atom- ;hich they contain, part of the active oxygen of

iAtroglyccrin and cellule r',ates ic expended. The relative amount of oxygen

in the propellint is lowt rt, i, which leads to a lowering of its energy

,tra,,teristics.

Chemii il stnbiliztr.; 3re introduced into the propellant to prevent the rapid
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chemical jrccomposition of the chemically unstabl cellulu niti"tteo,.1

nitroglycerin during propellant manufacture and stor:,,.

A:- rioted above, cellulose nitrates and nitroZlyceiin are che"-ically ulotulb,

jj comrcunds vfhich are inclined towards spontaneous decomposition with t",e

of r !tro: er oxides. The process of decomposition is grea, tly acIh t", u-

raised t-.%oratures and may cause self-ignition of the noo -lbnts, topecl"Ly Ln

the' prc -. ss of Their manufacture.

' a izal stabilizers do not eliminate nitrate decomposiUon, but, after bcint

I J combined witt the liberated n! 'ct n on:ides, neut-iLze them and thereby pre¢n Pt

the acceleration ol decomposition.

The cnemical stabill rs applied are complex _tc compounds -centralites

and acardites.

For instance, centralite No. 1 (dLil,_diphenylurea) C6 HC 2 Hg. - CO - N

- a wh 4 te crystalline substance witi , soecific gravity of 1.5 g/cn'

ind a melting point of 790C. At raised temperature, centralite No. I (just as

other stabilizers) can plasticize col',dion.

Ceitralitts are introduced into the propellant as chemical stabilizers in

sma9ll quantities of no more than 3%. They are introduced in larger quantitic. -3

collodion placticizers and as substances which lower the energy characteristlc..

uf propellants (Iu,,l T-3, T-6, T-8, see Table 2).

3ubstnnc-s that improve propellant burning are usually mineral compo,.nda:

* .,., %its or oxides (Sn0%, MgO, ZnO, Cr2 03), and also carbon black or graphitt.

Th(ir action shows up only during propellant burning and leads either to accelerati.ri

or d(celeration of the burning process, or to its stabilization in the engine

*,'bv- r.

Tchnological additives are intorduced into a propellant for the most critical

t. ,h '&,oh ical operations - rolling and molding (pressing) the propellant m~cs -

to lEv--r ing-hizie loads and friction. "Mey play the role of a lubricant both

insi.' the vropellant mass and also between the propellant mass and the tool. Th

foll,.ring technological additives are ujed: vaseline oil (vaseline), lead

tarati, raphite, ana others. They gre introduced in small quantities.

Thi, provllaitt compositions given in Table 2 were developed basically by

imeans of xperimentil selection of component substances. At present there is

theorctic,!l resear-h belne conducted on the purposeful composition of new
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propeLlant mixtures. Howevcr, the possibilities of nitrocellulose propellants are

limite9d. In addition, the higher the energy characteristics of nitrocellulose

propellants, the more dl'fieult ni, essentially, the more dangerous the producti n.

In particulnr, prop,1Jqnts of the type M-8 and 1-13 cannot be manufactured by

contemporary production methods in fhc foim of grains of more than 280 mm in

diameter, .:hich to i considerable extent limits the application of nitrocellulose

propell,)Yts for large engines.

Nitrocellulose propellants are manufactured according to a comparatively

eompli,.--)ed system with the use of high tempezatures and pressure.

The production task is to manufacture solid, physically compact, propellant

;rqins suitablci for use in engines from a large quantity of chemical substances

uhti'h differ in their properties and physical state.

The production of nitrocellulose propellants is shown schematically in Fig. 3

• nf consists of the following,

".11 -ubstaiices that are preliminarily prepared for production are mixed in an

,qu ous matdium in a mixer. Ifere, rit:oglycerin (nitrodiglycol) and other liquid

0 a n- ,P:, plasticizers that are slightly soluble

in water impregnate ceilulose nitrates,

partially dissolving them. No

chemical reactions occur, and only

physical processes take place.

3 The ready mixture of substances

on centrifuges 2 is removed from the

water and directed to hot i'ollers 5,
4

where, at raised temperature and under

cylinder pressure, there occur

accelerated processes of dissolut;on

a 7 and plasticization of the cellulos,-

_____nitrates and removal of excess water.

The finished propellant emerges

ig. .. Pundam~ntal dla - the from the rollers in the form of' a
production of nitrocell,:' ropellants.
I - heatod mi:er; 2 - o't-L i,,.uge; 3 - soft sheet and is then molded on
ht atcd rolli rs arnd ir, -, ror
• t Isi 'iation undt," !:;z- ; 4 -.press presses 4 in the form of grains or
.1 inj,etlon mr-chin, : 5 - bil. t: -
maoahininL of billet; 7 - oheok for billets 5. The billets are machined
Lniformity of rtin. v
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to a specified shape 6, checked, and can be assembled wi*! an engine.

Most industrial operations for manufacture of propellants are dangerous ill thr

4 sense of fire and explosion, and they are controlled at a distance (remottly.

§ 4. Hybrid Propellants

H{' trid solid rocket propellants, in distinction from nitiocelldose prcpellArt. ,

are mecha:.ical mixtures oi mineral oxidizers and fuel binders.

The oxidizers used for the manufacture of hybrid propellant are exclusively

the s its ,f mineral acids whiczh, during thermal lecomposition, can liberatt 1i'

oxygen.

The fuel binders employed in contemporary hybrid propellants are high-

molecular compounds, e.g., monomers, which are polymeriztk; or consolidated into

ol2ymers during the manufacturing proc-ss.

If the oxidizer basically determine- ta energy capabilities of hybrid

propellants, their chemical and physico-mechanical pinerties then depend on tht

fuel binders.

Depenaing upon the fuel binder employed, propellants can be thermoactive

(thermoplastic), i.e., Just as nitrocellulose propellants, which are softened undtr

the influence of high temperature, and thermoreactive (rubber-like), i.e., which

are not softened under the influence of high temperature.

In spite of the variety of existing compositions and those being developt d

n forEign laboratories, hybrid fuels, as a rule, contain the following substance-A

(by weight):

Oxidizers (potassium perchlorate, ammonium perchlorate,
ammonium nitrate) ........... ............ 60-80

Fuel binders (rubber, polyurethane) ............. .. 5-15%
Aluminum (in powder form) .... ............... .. 10-5%
Ontalysts and other special substances .... ......... Up to 5%

Typical compositions of hybrid propellants are given in Table 3.

1By comparing hybrid propellants with nitrocellulose propellantj, it is

possible to sce that hybrid propellants are simpler with regard to composition

9nd quantity of substances. They contain two or three (rarely four) substanczG,

which ensures the simplicity of their manufacture.

K:'
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ThblC i. oomnosition of Hybrid Pronellants

Substance Quantity of substances (by weight), %
LT-1 _Tiocol EI Al Tolyuret-an Styren _p

Potassium prerchlorat- 76 - 60 - - .

Ammonium perchil )rote - 75 - 45 - 60 60 72 80
Pot IssIL(n nItr, - - 45 - . ..

hmmoniiur, nit e,tt ... . . 80 ....

Bli tu 7 ,1 17 - - - -

P(troleum oil- 7 - - - -

Thiocol - 25 20 . . . .. .

Polyurethant - - -.. 25 - -

Aluminum (powder) - - - - - 15 4 - -

"ynthctic resins - - - 10 18 - ±0 20

Catalysts - - 2 - - -

Toluene - -- 20 . ..- -

Polystyrene - - - 18 -

Hybrid Propellant Oxidizers

Tht oxidi,,rs in hybrid solid rocket propellants can be solid, chemically

,table, inert to combustible substances, chemical compounds, upon thermal

disintegratiori of which the liberation of excess free oxygen is possible.

In,smuch as all solid oxidizers also have other, frequently combustible,

l rrnts in tLci" composition, the free oxygen of an oxidizer is usually thought

cf' -s that tiiout ei it which remains after the complete oxidation of the

combustible elements of the oxidizer itself.

Fur instance, in ammonium nitrate NH4NO, the combustib].e element is hydr ten,

w:hlch oxidizes to water upon thermal disintegration according to the following

rtaction:

NH4NO3 -- 2H20 4- N4 +'050j.

If No02 is the molecular weight of oxygen, and MNH4NO3 is the molecular weight

ct" immonium nitratc, tl *ree oxygen in ammonium nitrate in p-rcents will be

o.5M, '"100= o,5X32 100=20%.
M-N., $0,0

Wqth respect to its restsve of free oxygen, ammonium nitrate i- almost the

s-me oxidizer as -tir.

Th( quntn ity of t'r, Is a very important characterlstic sin'.-C it

te' lermv." riot only th 1-'. 4Tracteristlcs of th,: propellnntz, but 1lso thi

possIbill, of mtnuf-,1.uring a prop llant with -i fiven fu(1 binder.
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Por instance, in order to completely burn I kg of kk .osene, it Lo n('ceso ,y

to have 14 kg of air and a total of 2.5 kg of oxygen. To completely burn I kg

or bitum ,- (its composition is similar to that of kerosene), it is neecsoary

hav- -about 15 kg of ammonium nitrate. If' we tried to manufacture such

jpr, ,'IInt, it would be necessary to have up to 97% ammonium nltrat! tni tot'al

of 3, bitumnon. This propellant, dte to the small quantity of the fUtl binder, will

not po.-.;eos the necessary properties. Therefore, the greater the amount of free

oxAm, to the oxidizer, the better it will be.

Other r I quirements for oxidlzrs are involved with the conditions of manufocttlrc

and subsequent storage of the propellants. In accordance with Lt. ,tcquirements,

oxidizers must not interact chemically wit., their luc± tnder, must not bt

hygroscopic, and must not decompose at high temperatures, and also, must rvt

liburgtt solid products during propellant burning as much as possl

rab± 4 lists some typical oxidizers and their properties ar- described belowI.

Table 4. Properties of Oxidizers for Hbrid Propellants

Molecular Specific Melting Heat of Reaction of uantity

Oxidizer Formula weight gravity, point, combustion, high-temperature of free
g/cm3  oC  kcal/kg disintegration oxygen,

Potassium
perchlorate KC10 138.5 2.5 600 775 KCO.. XCI + 20, 46

(decom-
poses)

Lit ium
i, rchlor-te LiClO4  106.4 2.43 940 LiCIO.-LICI+0 63

Ammonium
peychlorate NH4ClO 4 117.5 1.88 150 591 2NHC10 4-.3H.0+ 4

(decom- + 2HC1 + Nj+ 2.50p
poses)

Potasnium
nitert K110 101.1 iC 333 n±60 2KN 1-.K0+NA+ 40

Ammonlum
iHh1IO, 80.05 .70 169 1090 NHjNA--1"I11* + 20-" . , * + rt

At' hoflum perchlorate NH4 ClO4 is a white crystalline powder with a specific

erqvl'y (A' I.8 g/cwy. It decomposes upon heating to a temperature about 150°(.

,, .iorLb ~.it Insirriilicant amount of moisture in the air. It is sensitive to

. o,:os nd friction, espkcially when it contains combustibel admixtures. It can

burn and 1p1od,. tpon burning, it does not release solid products, but its

combustion products contain an aggressive and poisonous gas, i.e., hydrogen

chloride H1CI.
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Potassium perchlorate KC10 is a white crystalline powder with a specific

rravity of 2.5 g/cm 3 . It dpeomposes upon being heated above 600°C. It does not

-bsorb moisture in the air. It is Less sensitive to shocks and friction than

-,re~ronium perchlorate. It does not burn and does not explode. Upon burning in

prop4llants, it releases 5 solid projuct, i.e., potasLium chloride KC1, which

oreates ', i-nse -mokc cloud.

Ammonium nitrate (Jorway saltpeter) NH4NO3 is a white crystalline powder with

I specific gravity of 1.7 glen?. It decomposes upon being heated above 1700C.

it is very hygroscopic. It can burn and explode. Upon burning, it liberates

otily a largc quantity of gaseous products.

Potassium nitrate (niter) KNO, is a white crystalline powder with a specific

gravity of 2.1 g/cm3 . It decomposes upon being heated above 330cC; it is less

hygroscopic than ammonium nitrate. It does not burn and does not explode. Upon

1)u ning in propellants, it re±eases a solid product, i.e., potassium oxide K20.

There is obviously much more to the nature of solid mineral oxidizers than

indicated in Table It. However, either due to an insignificant quantity of free

oxygen, or because of their physcial properties, they cannot be used practically

for the manufacture of solid propellants.

Moreover, even from the five oxidizers given in Table 4, not all oxidizers

satisfy the requirements imposed on them.

Thus, lithium parchlorate, which has a maximum reserve of free oxygen,

greudily absorbs moisture from the air and loses its properties. Therefore, it is

not applied for the manufacture of propellants.

Potassium and ammonium nitrate also are very hygroscopic and, in addition,

havw a vwry low heat of formation, which does not permit the manufacture of a
pr op, lant even with a medium reserve of energy. Moreover, potassium nitrate

ti rmally disintegrqt -with the formation of solid potassium oxide, what lowers

its jualities as an nxidlzer. Therefore, potassium and ammonium nitrate are

-,pp]i'd very rarely.

Potn.asium perchloratt.s properties are of interest with regard to oxidizers.

How ver, it possess(-s on , tial deficiency: the potassium chloride that is form d

(uAiring its thermal di iit& rnt ion evaporates at propellant-burning temperatures

.. t ronglty lover ' th t , rm-o properties of the combustion products. It is

x:o ii. 3pplILd eithl r as the primary oxidizer or as an additive in nitrocelluLo'.
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propellants.

The only oxidizer which to some extent satisfies all the requirements is

considered to be ammonium perchlorate, but it also is not an ideal oxidizer sJr

it has a comparatively small reserve of free oxygen and releases aggre,!-iv k,

chloride upon burning, which turns into hydrochloric acid in the leio_ , of

moisture. Ammonium perchlorate at present is the only oxidizer on the basis of

which hybrid solid rocket propellants are manufXActured abroad.

Fuel Binders of Hybrid Propellants

As shown above, the manufacture jarqe grains from nitrocellulose propellants

with high energy characteristics is very complicated and dangerous.

Hybrid solid propellants do not yield to nitrocellulose propellants and even

essentially exceed them with respect to their energy characteristics, ,rd make it

possible to manufacture propellant grains of prnctically any size.

To manufacture grains of hybrid propellant, a mobile mixture of oxidizer and

fuel binder is made, and then it is poured into molds or directly into the engir~e

chamber and solidifies there. In this method of production, the mechanical

I' operations are reduced to a minimum and are applied only in the less dangerous

technological processes.

This method of propellant production required new chemicals. The most

zuitable ones turned out to be high-molecular compounds, or polymers.

High-molecular, or polymer compounds are those substances whose molecules

consist of numerous elementary members are bound together by intramolecular bonds

into long chains of linear or bifurcated structure and, in accordance with their

structure, form elastic or rigid space lattices.

The primary chain of organic polymers consists of carbon atoms, sometimes

with tbt alternation of hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogcn sulfur, or phosphorus atoms.

The properties of polymers depend on the chemical structure of the elementary

sections, their number, and relative positions. The following designation has been

adopted for polymers of linear structure:

where M Ls an elementary structural link of the chain; n is the number of link orthe degree of polymerizttlon.
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For instance, polyethylene can be designated as

(- CHI - CHI-) .

Polymer compounds art not individual chemical compounds; they usually are a

mixture of polymErhomolcgs, i.e., compo, ids with various numbers of members.

Manmy poiym-rs are obtained in solid form from liquid low-molecular compounds,

i.-., monomers, the length of whose chain consists of a small number of links or

only one link.

Moiiomtrs can be spontaneously united into long chains, i.e., polymers. Special

oubstances called initiators or solidifiers are employed to accelerate the process

of polymerization or solidification.

Many high-molecular compounds can be mixed well and bonded with inert fillers

(powders), and then solidified into a monolithic mass.

Upon heating, certain polymers are softened and become viscous or plastic, and

in this state they can be mixed with fillers and durably held together. They can

b- poured into molds and propellant grains of a specific shape can be obtained.

The ability of certain polymers to be bonded with oxidizers and to possess

nhigh physico-mechanical properties following solidification made it possible to

develop and i.anufacture various solid hybrid propellants. Inasmuch as polymers

execute the role of , fuel and a binder, they are called fuel binders.

Fuel binders are presented with the following requirements:

- they must be able to take as large a quantity of oxidizer as possible and

b( strongly bonded with it;

- they must be chemically and physically stable compounds, especially under

the influence of external temperature and atmosphere;

- upon solidifying, they should release fewer reaction products and should

1 ot ohr ink;

- it is desirabl, have as many hydrogen atoms and as few oxygen, carbon,

,Ud nitrogen atoms as possible in their composition.

It, tht swleetion oi ) fuel binder, prime attention is allotted to their

tcnriolo2.cal propt rth~s in the liquid state and their physico-mcchanical propertie.

In the solidified Itate.

The fuel binder : .ycd in propellants was butadiene and polyisobutylene

.ubbera, polyuruthan( s, polysulfides (thiocols), bitumens, and certain other

polymers. P
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Putadiene and polyisobutylene rubbers (C=14 av_ uotained artii'icia ly
\ CHs

-9ma contaln carbon ana hydrogen atoms. Unsolidifitd rubbers aiv very viscous,

sticky liquids. The density of rubbers somewhat greater than unity. T,, ,

tak a large uantity of oxidizer and bind well with it, It is P0 , uL prcpare,K a mixtu.,. of one part rubber and ter, parts oxidizer without ary particuiar

difficulties.fPolyisobutylenes retain their elasticity to a temperature of -70°C. They are

stable to tht action of water, o-xygen, and ozone, mid burn well. They ore very

stable to aging. They mix well with bitauins (rubberized bitumtr O .

Polyisobutylenes car be molded at a temperatur, of 180-200 C. They :'re trc,1t,,

with fillers at lower temperataur-s. The heat of combustion of rubbers in oxygen

is 10,000-11,000 kcal/kg.

The rain deficiency of polyisobutylenes is their "cold fluidity," i.e., the

ability to change shape ("flow" at room temperature ever, under the action of

gravity).

Polysulfide rubbers (thiocols) [- (CH2)m - S - S -)In are obtained artificially
4n

and, in addition to carbon and hydrogen, contain up to 400 su]fur.

Unsolidified thiocol is a viscous, sticky liquid with a sharp unpleasant odor.

The density of thiocol is greater than unity. In solidified form, it takes on a

rubber-like state. At a temperature above 800C, thiocol decomposes gradually;

upcii cooling below 150C, the polymer becomes brittle.

Vulcanized (solidified) thiocol is very stable to oxidation, the action of

light, atmospheric oxygen, ozone, and also aging.

Thlocol can take a large quantity of mineral filler and does not lose its

vulcanizing ability.

Thcol is vucanlized with the liberat-on of water, for the biadlii6 uf which

special additives are introduced into thiocol. To increase the strength of

vulcanized thiocol, strengthening additives are introduced into it. The heat of

combustion of thiocol in oxygen is almost twice as less than that o1 polyisobutylent-o
I ' and is equal to 5500-6000 kcal/kg.

Thiocols are widely applied in industry for the manufacture of various

J,: Z.Z vessels and wire insulation. A variety of thiocol is fuel binder C-12.

Fuel binder v-i,2 is a high-molecular compound similar to thiocol but with a
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larger content of carbon and hydro6en and a smaller quantity of sulfur. As compared

tc ordln3ry thiocol, C-12 mak-s it possible to obtain a propellant with a larger

value of specific thrust.

PolyurE thanri r (- 1 are obtained artificially. They are a class of

pollmlr .hose properties can vary within wide limits depending on the selection of

tht apprcpriAtE tafent substances. Their density somewhat higher than unity. Their

ii. at of combustion in oxyge,, is 6500-7000 kcal/kg.

Liquid polyurethanes are employed for manufacturing propellants. They are

monomers which solidify after mixing with an oxidizer.

Liquid polyurethanes are very viscous, sticky liquids which take to mineral

oxidizers very well. In the solidified state, they are durable materials that

ir ntlt at temperatures of i50-200°C. Their elastic properties of polyurethane

ir(, retained even at negative temperatures. They are stable to the action of

oxygen.

Low-molecular polyurethanes are used for the manufacture of films and fibers.

}ligher-moltcular polyurethanes are used for the manufacture of various instrument

components by pressure die casting. Polyurethanes are widely employed for the

mailufacture of foam plastics, thermal insulation, and building material..

Polyurelhaics are very widely used as fuel binders in hydrid solid propellants.

Bitumens are the final products of petroleum and coal processing. They are

i complx mixture of saturated and unsaturated hydrocarbons and carbon and their

elemental composition is similar to that of kerostne. The density of bitumens

is sumewhat great than unity and the heat of combustion in oxygen is the same 3a

1'er 1:oroscne, i.c., IO,ooo-11,000 kcal/kg.

Fitumens, just as many other polymers, are thermoplastic and are easily

-ofti tiwd -it a temI r ' 1re of 50-70 C; in the softened state, they are easily mixed

with oxidizers and can takt them up to 90% by weight; at low temperaturps, thry are

5rittli vitreous matt:rLL;; they are chemically stable to the action oxygen, air,

)nd s, a watr; they ure vry inexpensive and are widely employed in buildinr

technology. In the pr-.-,. if a good oxidizer (with a large reserve of free

oxygwn) bitumcn can rvrovL :, propellant with a very large reserve of energy.

A seriouo de'l,I. ncy vf ! ttumens as binders is their low mtechnical strenpth

at low (brlttlenoo. ind high (fluidity) temperatures; upon mixing with rubbers
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(rubberized bitumens) their mechanical properties can be improved.

The process of manufacturing grains from hybrid pr-.oellants dt tnds on tli

frWrt e and properties of the fuel binders and can be set up according to two pi:ns

(piZ. 4):

a) for thermoplastic (Fig. 4a) fuel binder (bitumen type);

ol for polymerized and solidified (Fig. 4b) monomers ( ,o yurtthane and other

$ rubbe rs).

4 Prepared oxidizers (they are pulverized to specified dimensions' and fuel

binds r i':% d in special miers I that have Z-shaped mixing rods.

Pr tOn the diagrim in Fig. 4a mixing
jubsu.o.. occurs with the mixer preheated, tnd

Hot k ,in Fig. 4b, cold water can be fed to

p-1ivmerization.

Aftei mixing the fuel binder and

I "I oxidizer, the propellant mass is

transferred to a container 2, frem

3 which under air pressure, by means of

pumps or under slight pressure of

_ _ _prebses, it is poured into molds or

directly into the engine 3. If it is

!/,s transferred directly to the engine, its

a) b) internal walls are first lined with

special putty to which the propellant

-T- durably adheres. A central molding rod
STo assembly

is inserted into both the mold and the

engine to format the internal burning

Fij. . Fundamental diagram of the surface of the rain.
prod.4ation of hybrid propellants: I - g
mixers with Z-shaped mixing rods; 2 -On the diagram in Fig. 4a, the grain
contaiicr for transporting propellant
maos; 3 - engine chamber; 4 - cooling is solidified by cooling 4, and in
of , ngizm with molding rods; 5 -
prop, lant solidification directly in Fig. 4b by heating 5 to a temperature
,igin,- with heating; 6 - machining; 7-

quality control, of 6o-8o°C for 20-70 hours. During

that time, the liquid monomer is polymerized into a solit polymer.

The final operations consist in facing 6, trimming the excess propellant mass,
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and quality control 7 of grain uniformity with aid of flaw detectors.

ir bubbles are removed from the propellant by creating , vacuum in the mixers

qnd engine chambers durii, loading.

The operations of mixing and loading are dangerous in the sense of fire and

,xplooion. They ?re controlled from bchind thick partitions and at a distance.

The produetion o1 hybrid propellants is considerably simpler than that oy"

nitrocellulose ones and this is one of their advnntages.

§ 5. Types of Propellant Charges

Oolid rocket propellents in rocket engines are used in the form of charges,

i. ., products of a specific geometric shape. Charges can be made from identical

(lements or one similar in shape, i.e., grains, and are also made in the shape

ov' individual articles of complex configuration.

Propellant charges can be freely inserted into the

engine chamber or attached to the chamber.

The basic parameters of any charge are the thickness

of the burning section (web) and the size of the initial

and I inal burning areas.

The thickness cf the burning web depends on the

configuration of the charge and is determined by the

If burn sTections direction of burning, which occurs in parallel layers in
of a telescopic propellants. It determines the time of constant engine
charge : ti -

thickness of burning performance.
:,ection (web) of
i'erttral cylinder; Figure 5 shows the thicknesses of burning sections

Ii -thickness of for a so-called telescopic charge which consists of a

burning section (web)
of extcrnal cylinder, tubular grain, inside which a cylindrical rod is inserted.

in the telescopic charge the central cylinder (grain) burns over the entire

.. urfmce, whil- th( , t-rnal one burns only over the internal surface.

In a corrcc.Ay desgicnd charge 21 = ,; this ensures simultaneous combustion

of the entire charge.

Dependings alporn .1hat part of the initial surface of the charge starts to burn

upov inition, prcpeilr,,j i-ges of fuels are subdivided into two types:

) with unrestricteo t-Arning (distributei burning);

b) with ', restricted eunirlng surface (restricted burning).
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Figure 6 shows the burning of a prop. int c Irt r - ,

in the form of an exposed yVy. grnln (F ig. c

a) which burns from all surfaces, and the same char,

but with a closed external surface (coatd a1.

external surface) which burns only ar" .... , c,,

perforatior and from the ends (Fig. 6b).

Dependlun. upvn how tht- burning surface chanLt

during engine operation, we distinguish one following

I charges:

@ a) ;!th a constant burning zurface;

Fig. Q. Burning of a b) wit"' an increasing burning surfa(, (prores .3v
propellant charge: a)
burning over the entire birning);
surface (distributed
burning); b) burning c) *! a decreasing burning ourfa nc (,eare ivt
only around the internal
t, fo'igtion and from burning);
t c cr~a krestricted
burning). d) with burning surl, e according to a specifitd

program.

A change of the burning surface shows up in a change of engine pressure and

thrust. A constant burning surface will also correspond to constant engine thrust,

while a decreasing burning surface will correspond to decreasing thrust, and

conversely. Figure 7 si'ows cross sections of different charges, and the graphs

Illastrate the change in ergine thrust during the time of charge burning which

c:orresponds to them.

The most popular shapes of charges made from nitrocellulose propellants ar

charges of type a, a , f, and g. Shapes b, e, and g are characteristic for

hybrid pro'ellants. These charge shapes ensure constancy of the burning surface.

The charge with the star perforation is convenient because the engine wall

duringL -,ropellant burning is protected from the influence of hot gases. The

d~fir~b z-i. tX Lhis type of charge shape include tn. pxopellant particles that

remain after combustion of the main portion *if the charge which, while burning at

low nressures in the chamber, lead to a lowering of specific thrust.

The appearance of designs for powerful and superpowkrful solid-propellant

e.ngines that are capable of developing a thrust up to thousands of tons and

o entains ?harges weighing up to hundred6 of tons place a number of -umpllcated

problems before the propellant specialists. The fact is that the manufactu,'- of *'
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large-size charge, its transportation

-l and utilization, involve large

- difficulties.

In the United States there have

appeared projects for the manufacture

of charges directly at the launch

site by means of loading the raw

propellant mass into the engine

g followed by its solidification. It

has also been proposed to make the

-charge in separate sections and

assemble it at the launch site.

P1@ h) It has been suggested that

large engines be assembled from

Lpl separate finished sections, as shown

in Fig. 8.

The designations of propellants

Fig. 7. Types of chargts and character of and charges, and also their names,
h4n- o1 encine thrust P in time: a and have not yet been firmly established;
,, unrostrictcd biurning with ronstant

surfaoce; b) ,rin burning: b') telescopic therefore, it is possible to encounter
chIirgc; c) Larnin- .- th Lncreasing surface;
i) burning '..,itn dcuesinl- surface; e) thp most diverse designations.
int'rnal star- surfacc burning; f) external
( r'i I form-surface burr ing; g) sLotted-
groovt chorge; h) cboatge with internal If propellants are designated
shate d surface and t;.o rropllants which by the letter H (for domestic
d1'fti rin_ in bui'n rni t : 81ow-burning
internl and fast-burninc t,ternal. propellants) and the letters D and E

(for U.S. prope'llants), the indicate a %jtrocellulose nitroglycerine propellant.

i. xt to the fist letter there can also be other letters and numbers which

,.,, thw naturc, cf the additlunil ur special substances introduced into the

-S0C ,omposito, Ox ,ropellant. Numbers and additional letters that follow

tht desirnation of the ture of the propellant may signify tbe variety of the

1". n prop.:] [ant.

In thr Unitd 'tatcs, -- pllints for boosters are designated by the following

:ymbols r',ceilmi~g io thi, 1, ire and physical state:

A - bIt umen + v

B - ., l"P-1-0 or - r-rue'i, ,c,vdcr of the ballistite type;
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C - solid hybrlt propllaA a

picrate or hitrote base;

D- nitoccEllulose propcllant obtglti:d

by pres:1ure;

E - nitrocellulose prop ,: ro t,' _,in, d

Fi. e, DesiCn of a large OPS by extrusion (pressing from a devlce ;Imil4
consi z i of various sections.

to a r,,,tt-iTrlndt-r);

K - cast solid propellant on a perchlorate base which is different from th,

bituzal,'~ , type;

N - nitrateo or nitro compouna.z .hat differ from celluloz, nitratc-s and

nitroglycerin;

P - plastic compositier, that can be shaped easily by thfe application of

siqll loads;

S - solid, difficult to shape, propelianK.

The general designation of a booster denotes the --opellants only by lettero.

For instance, JATO 15KS-iO00 designates:

JATO- the name of the booster;

15 - its operating time in seconds;

1000 - thrust in pounds (453 kg);

KS - solid perchlorate propellant obtained by casting.

With respect to the nature of the oxidizer, propellants in the United States

gre designated in the following manner:

SPP - potassium perchlorate propellant;

SPII(AI) - ammoniam nitrate propellant;

AP - ammonium perchlorate propellant.

Finished charges of solid propellant, as a rule, satisfy the majority of

requirr -nts which are presented to them.

ikt the same time, the nature of all solid propellants to a certain extent

makt, tnem unstable systems and comparatively sensitive to a change of external

condiJ t [lon,

he liable and unfailing (SPRE] (PJTT) operation is possible only under the

j !ondition of the careful adherence to the rules of maintenance ,nd storage of

chargrs. The rules for the storage and handling of charges are stt up on the baol,-

i--s. of the operational properties of the propellants.

V-30-
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C H A P T E R III

OPERATIONAL PROPERTIES OF PROPELLANTS

The operational properties of propellants are determined by their chemical,

,, "s:'land mechanical properties.

~Solid propellants are not used immediately for launching rockets, and are

' requently stored for a long time in warehouses and in troop area,--.
~Diiring storage, propellants are subject to cooling (in the winter) as well as

lerating (especiolly in hot areas and in enclosed places); in addition, they can

lhest up intensely during the day and cool off at night, be subject to the action of

moisture, high temperature, and sunlight. All this affects the physical and

oh4 rrlcal propk rtlcs of the propellants and can alter them to some extent.

It is ne9c1sory also to know how to handle propellants during engine assembly

•',i disr'sstnbly, overloads, qnd transporation, i.e., in the process of their

ot I lU"t ion.

§ 6. Physical Properties

Appearance. The appearance of a solid propellant charge resembles a dense

'0 jrh[ of chiefly dark colors.

The color of ton, , a solid propellant is determined by the nature of its

parent substances and additLves.

Type H nitrocelluoo'e propellants usually have a dark-brown color and their

• ppcarance is similar to ) -orniculate substance. If carbon black is added to

fhJs type of propellant, it '-:kes on a black color.

Tht color of hy' lid propellants depends on the fuel binder: bituminous -

black; polyurethane - blaek-gr--;y.
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In diotinction from nitrocellulose propellants, for ivu:ance, p-1totio"I.

and thiocol hybrid propellants are similar to stronj , vulcaniz -d tl. Ab , but ,trt

L-3-O; elastic and more brittle.

It should be borne in mind that it is difficult to Pvaluatf, solid e',

on the basis of appearance alone. However, external inspection of'

nectoL,'U since it permits the detection of' possible rejects Ari zurfrnce deftct8;

of th- charge.

The density of propellants is a critical characteristic and always is checked

during iopeilant production.

Low propellant density indicates t1-,t there are pores and ,-9 ns in thc

propellant, which are impermissible for high-quallty vropellant chargCt. Low

density, also affects the bu-iAn rate of the propellant: wvith the decreass of

density, it increases, and conversely.

The density of solid propellants is detett'-d by the density of their

components and the production method. It has following value for high-quality

propellrits:

For regular nitrocellulose propellants without additives . 1.58-1.6 g/cm 3

For nitrocellulose propellants with mineral-oxidizer
and metal additives ...... .................. . !.1.6-1.7 g/cm.

For hybrid propellants based on various oxidizers,
including propellants which contain aluminum ........ ... 1.7-1.9 g/cm 5

The dtnslty of hybrid propellants is somewhat more than that of nitrocellulo.-s

ones, which is one of their advantages, since the greater the density the higher

the effectiveness of the propellants.

The thermo-physical characteristics of propellants, i.e., the coefficients of

linear a and volume P thermal expansion - give an idea of what changes in length

and vcl(me of the propellant, charge can occur when its temperature is changed.

7he conditions of attaching charges to engines, the size of the clearanccs,

and the requirements for the strength characteristics of charges that are attached

to the engine chamber depend on the change of the geometric dimensions of the

chargers with the change of temperature.

In the temperature range from -40 to +110 0C, the thermo-physic,-! chirxct, riatles

of propellants have the following values:

- for nitrocellulos, propellants, a = (i.2-2.0).10 " and P - 0.3.10 -  i!K;
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- for hybrid propt!lants, a = (0.5-1.5)'10 and = (0.3-0.4)'10- 3 1/K.

The values of a and 0 are close for various propellants, but they are 7-10

times greater than thos, of steel. 'he difference in the values of a and P for

propellants and for steel complicates ;he conditions of attaching a propellant

chargc directly to thc steel wall of an engine chamber.

fhf il nrmo-physical characteristics also include the specific heat cp, the

heat-eonductivity factor N, and thermal diffusivity a.

Thcs3 quantities characterize the ability of propellants to perceive heat

n'It r Olt. influence of temperature (cp) and conduct (diffuse) it throughout the

thickness of the propellant (X and a). They are used in theoretical calculations

of thermal stresses of charges that are attach to engine chambers and burning

'vos of propellants in engines. The numerical values of the thermo-physical

chaIracteristics are given ir Table 5.

P 1L t 5. M.1echanical and Thermo-Physical Properties of Solid Rocket Propellants
nd .teel

Pesig- Nitrocellulose Hybrid

Characteri.3tic iation Dimension prupellants propellants Steel

tensile strength 3 kg/mm2  ± 0.09 48-60

Coefficient of linear i
thermal expansion C deg (1.2-2.0) i0- 1! (0.5-1.5) J0- 4

pecifl !t C kg.deg 0.35 0.30 0.1

,-)t -conducitivily X cm deg (0.50-0.53) 10-6 (0.7-0.75) 10-6 1.111O
-

Thermal diffusivity acm 0.215-10 0.3010 .0.3110-2
sec

SJfic gravity 9 1.58-1.7 1.7-1.9 7.8

cm I

i change in th, nhysical properties of propellants during storage occurs under

1h1 Influence of a change 'n external temperature, moisture, and time.

The -'bility of prouc l iints to resist to changes of physical properties in time

L; (,allhd physical stablilty.

When there are consi 1l1e changes in temperature, physical instability of

oolid rooket propellrnto , bc noted as a disturbance in continuity of the charges

I ld th, Ippt arance Of 'c:I." (Fig. 9). This form of physical instability to i largo

dt~rte Is c1iricterLitie for £are, thick-web charges and chargcs that are attachd
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to the engine chanbcei. In the 1-4t !-Ae tii,

appearance of cr~cits is cou~ ci by the api r ,

of temperatur( stresses due to the vqriow,.,

coefficitnts of linear exoansion cf

propellant and the material o , iiv ,:al1.

b) Charges in which a re formed or

Fir. 9. Cracks ir oropellant
charges. alogtinlcck; discontirt't % puar are uncondition,,ily' chrgesa) longitudinal cracks;
b) crack in the most stressed
b)crack n bre away strome unsuitable for use and must be replaced. Theplac er and breaking away from

the wall oi' a charge attachtd formation of 1," ks can be established by a
to a chamber.

sp ?'Ll flaw detector.

Another form of pbysical instability of soill ,-'ooellants is the tundency of

individual component parts of the propellant to be separated on the surface Q' the

charges and to volatilize.

Volatilization of propellant components st-ialy increases at high temoeratu rts,.

Nitroglycerin from nitrocellulose propellants is very strongly volatilized. Thus,

at 500C after 24 hours of storage, about 0.±5% nitroglycerin is volatilized from

the propellant, and up to i.5% after 300 hours.

Volatilization of the component parts of a solid propellant is an extremcly

undesirable phenomenon since the propellant composition then changes, the

continuity of the charges can be disturbed, and the energy characteristics can be

towered.

Hybrid propellants do not have volatile components and therefore they are not

dangerous at temperatures up to iO 0 °C.

Physical instability of hybrid propellants can appear in the form of continuing

polymerization of monomers, and then aging of polymers In the process of storage.

Polymer aging appears as a disturbance in the continuity, strength, ana the

structure of the charge.

The influence of moisture is related to the hygroscopicity of propellants, i...,

to propcrty of absorbing and retaining a certain quantity of moisture.

TW hygroscopicity of nitrocellulose propellants is relatively low. Certain

i Lybrid propellants are more hygroscopic. Intense moistening of hybrid propeltrits

is imper e since it can lead to the partial dissolution of te oxidizer and

Charges are protected from the influence of moisture by placing them in a

3
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rtl{-ht sea] and by hermetically sealing the engines. The airtightness of the

9, .111d enCines should not be dLoturbed; but if it is disturbed, it is necessary

to eor'pct the dqamage.

Physicsl stibility, volatility of components, and hygroscopicity of propellants

.,r-( (%v'luqtcd according to the results of tests conducted on them in laboratories

aind on th. bisis of the results of long-term storage.

Crocks in charees are determined visually or with special instruments. The

vol:tility of compoients is estimated by the decrease in weight of a propellant

oamp c whli it is at a high temperature (50, 75, and 950C). Hygroscopicity is

dettrmind according to the increase in weight of a propellant sample while it

is in ,an atmosphere with high humidity, and sometimes simultaneously at a high

t -rperature.

The tests are accelerated by creating more rigid conditions than those in

w:hich the propellants will be stored in warehouses and troop areas.

§ 7. Chemical Properties

The chemical properties of propellants imply their interaction with the

material of the engine walls, toxic properties (toxicity), and the ability of

propellants to retain the invariability of their chemical composition in the

process of prolonged storage.

Thr abllit of propellants to keep their chemical composition constant in

tht process of prolonged storage is called their chemical stability. Chemical

stability, as a rule, dctermines their service life.

As for their agressivness towards structural matelials and their toxic

influence on the human organism, solid propellants are practically safe. When

stored under normal conditions, they do not give off aggressive substances and

do not interact with the materials of the engine wall.

"Lt 've: llulose .-nellants, due to the volatility of nitroglycerin, can

"ING( brief, not very severe, headaches, which occur when handling propellants

oonstant ly. This inf 1" i-ee of nitroglycerin on the human organism is not dang&'rots.

Chemical stability of propellants is related to those slow spontaneous processs

of decomposition which c,., . .,side the propellant and are very expressed for

,1itroeltulost' propellbnh.,

clhilose niti',t, r ,d f iroglyctrln, as unstable chemical compounds in thu

ocs u" storage and under th Influcnce of high temperatures and a sm,911
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quantity of noisture, are able to disintegrate comp-r- Ly 01owly' -'h th.

detachment of the ONO 2 group. In turn, the ONO, group, which iLI an Pctlv,

oxidizt;r, enters chemical reactions with the nltioce-llulost, idic~ls witi t1.

liberation of water, low nitrogen oxides, and other intermediate ore,'

The nitrogen acids and oxides that are formed are able tz ,'c .tc tue

process 4nd thereby cause self-accelerattd decomposit'i. 0< ihe pro 11nts. iLt

only rrF reaction products released during decow. 61tion, but also heit. If

decomwcsition is not retrded, the propellant can self-ignite.

The proc-ss of chemical u un' _,sition of pi'pellants is retarded by 1,t ,nic.l

stabilizers. Upon !ttering chemical comp-,J: with nitroLyui c;-.> , necy rstrlct

the process of deromposirtlon ond do not let it devtiu, ',, its own acceltr t;ioi,.

In this case, naturally, the it. i,,.J stabilizer is expended; therefore, on Of

mthods of evaluating chemical stability tn determine the reft.-I "mouit of

Decomposition of nitrocellulose propellants in the preoence of a chemical

stabilizer occurs so slowly that the serviceability of the propelitnts is retained

for i5-20 years.

Chemical stability of nitrocellulose propellants is checked regularly in

special chemical laboratories.

Inasmuch as the process of propellant decomposition under normal condition,

o-ccurs very slowly, control samples of propellants are tested at high tc'mperatur,.;

n a ,t long, period of time. Stability is checked, for instance, by the reddening

of blue litmus paper (it turns red due to the influence of acids on it).

Chemical stability is estimated according to the total number of test hours

in ten days under the condition that every day the samples are heat for no longer

than sven hours. Each propellant has its own norms o' stability hours.

A,; a rule, the more nintroyce..n in a nitrvui,lulose propellant, the greater

the icserve of energy in it, and the lower its chemical stability. This is an

,, sscitial deficiency of propellants witn a large content of nitroglycerin and it

timit ; their use and manufacture.

The chemical stability of hybrid propellants is different.

Polymer compounds of hybrid propellants can interact with atmosph rc oxygen,

rid b#- destroyed (age). The various intermediate reaction products can react

simultaneously with thc oxidizer and thereby lower the chemical stability of thr
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propellant. The chemical stability of hybrid propellants has not yet been studied

sufficiently.

Despite the fact th 't solli locKet propellants are chemically unstable syster. .,

under normal conditions of storage they are not destroyed for a long time and do

,lot cause difficultIes in utillizati:,.

§ 8. Mechanical Properties

Solid proptllant charges are subjected to the influence of various kinds of

overloads during the operation and laur.ching of rockets. These overloads can be

from several units to hundreds of terrestrial accelerations and cause stresses

th( propellents, which they are not always able to sustain.

Overloads during rocket launching appear due to the fact that the engine

thrust is gree)ter tlan the rocket's weight. Under the action of thrust, a rocket

obtoins an acceleration a that is many times greater than the acceleration of

t rrestrial gravity g and directed in an opposite direction. As a result, the

rocket on the whole and the instruments and propellant on board become "heavier,"

dcpending on how much greater the rocket's acceleration is Lhan acceleration due

to terrestrial gravity g. The relationship a/g also will be an overload.

During the transportation of assembled rockets and containers with finished

tI'idnes, the o%,, J is can reach 10 units.

For charges that are attached to the engine chamber, there are additional

htrmal stresses which are caused by the difference in values of the temperature

cxpansion coefficients of the propellant and the material of the engine chamber.

One of the conditions of high reliability of the action of [SPRE I (FRTT) is

the solid propellant charge keeping its given shape and continuity, and the absence

of" breakdowns during the lime of its complete combustion in the engine. Disturbance

of the reometric shape of a charge can 1e.d to the fact that the bypas3 StcLions

,'or the combustion pr.-, Is will overlap (Fig. 10). A consequence of this, as

, rlo, Is nstable englifl operation, which frequently causes its destruction.

Desi ruction of a cu ,rge of solid propellant in the beginning and at the (nd

of burnling also leads to *i disturbance in normal engine operation and even can

caus, It to m.lftlentioiI.

In turbojet mis' , , speed in flight reaches 20,000 rpm, solid

,rop,, I lint harges can be de--troy d under the action of centrifugal forces at thc

t liWht i, tht larter 1,,irt of the tilckiess of the burning web is burnIng.
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In order to el1mi&, re abnormail ngine c,-tio,

r due to the indicated causes, solid propellants

must possess sufficiently ilgh mechenlvl I

Fig. M0. Distrubance of properties.

geometric shape of charge The mechanical propertits of ro, t
dui overloads.

propellatits are estimAtud by a number of

characteristics. The most important ones are: tensile strength, compressive

strhgth, impact (dynamic) strength, and the increasc in length of a propellant

sample as a resu.lt of extension.

Comprrasive and tensile strength are aet zrmined for static (i.minging) loads

and are designated by 0b and Y respectively. The soe ?.th of solid propell,nts

is 20-100 times less than that ufA 0. -1nary steel and durable aluminum alloys.

If, for instance, o = 48-60 kg/mm' i'c," ordinary steel and . m alloys

(,ir0lumln), Op I kg/imr2 for nitrocellulose prop,"; -ts, and up = 0.09 kg/mm
2

for polybutadiene hybrid propellants.

Impact (dynamic) strength (e.g., flexural strength) is estimated by the

amount of work that occurs per square centimeter of the destroyed section. It is

called impact toughness a . For the best propellants, this magnitude is no more

than 15-20 kg-cm/cm2 .

'nit elongation characterizes the ability of propellants to be deformed by the

beginning of destruction. Solid propellants possess two to five times greater

unit elongation than metals. Most propellants have an elongation to 40% and, for

instance, to 60% for a polybutadiene propellants.

The mechanical properties of propellants depend on the temperature and rate

of applit(attor of the load. This is explained by the fact that the structural

base of propellants is composed of polymers. Most polymer materials change their

mechanricaL properties when the temperature changes.
With a decrease of temperature to -500C, brittleness increases (ak decreases)

four or five times, and elongation decreases to 20% for nitrocellulose propellants.

At thc same time, compressive and tensile strength increase four or five times.

Nitrocellulose, bituminous, and other thermoplastic propellants are softened

at high temperatures and can, in general, lose any strength.

For nitrocellulose propellants with an increase of temperature, a loering

of ab and by four or five times, an increase of unit elongation to 50%, and
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a two-fold increase of impact toughness are characteristic.

The decrease in the various propellant characteristics with the change of

ttmperoture makes it j;, .'ssary Ic, 1mit the positive and negative temperatures

9t which charges can be normally used. For instance, the upper temperature of

!,tofa& for fuel ".1-8 is +500C, +65°0 fcc ALT-161, and +650C for AP.

§ 9. Sensitivity of Propellants to Various Forms

of Initial Impulse

Solid rocket propellants are explosives that are capable of chemical

itanfsormation either in the form of burning or in the form of an explosion. Under

combat conditions, propellant burning is accomplished.

Under normal conditions of storage and utilization of propellants, the process

of burning cannot start by itself since it requires an external initial impulse.

During the production, storage, and utilization of propellants, the external initial

impulse. During the production, storage, and utilization of propellants, the

external initial impulse can be expressed in the form of a shock, friction, or the

influence of heat.

Independently of the form of the initial impulse, its magnitude always can be

cquol to the minimum energy which is necessary in order to cause intense

transformation of the propellant into combustion products. The magnitude of this

energy, expressed in various units, also will determine the sensitivity of

nropc]lants to various forms of initial impulse.

The sensitivity of propellants to an external initial impulse determines tho

degree of their safety during production and utiLzation, and the reliability of

thi" use in engine. The sensitivity of propellants to shocks usually is estimated

by the frequency of explosions (in percents) under specific test conditions. For

inst.,nce, ' iO kg weight is dropped onto a propellant mass from a height of 25 cm.

Impuct sonit±'ty deptends on many factors: character, composition, and

otr. For nitrocelluio-e propellants, it increases with the increase of the

tiiroglycerin content, 1he presencc of solid impurities, and at high and low

temperatures. The impact s, niitivity of certain solid propellants is a few times

ar(-iter than that or art Ive such as trotyl (tolite). High-enfrgy propellants

are espelrilly ocnsitlv, ', impact. The handling of propcllant charges and assembl(d

ugi;tcs should b.I --,, tr ti should not be dropped, and sharp impacts should

be avoided.



Propellants also are sensitive to friction. Stro.n iction oi L, Q~(L iurln

assembly and disassembly of charges in an engine durit,, the application of bm

forcess. Propel lants ignite and burn without explosion due to friction.

Of the destructive factors of an atomic explosion, the shock W2v

fla-A are dangerous to solid propellant charges; they are capabht c_, 1, " 'n

open prop llant charges at comparatively long distances : fuL o iit; epic. nt, r of ti.

explosion.

Chc sensitivity of propellants to a thermal impulse is estiamted by the

temperature oa self-ignition. T temperature of .3tIf-ignition of propt llt.;

depends on the nature of the propellant, ..- r'ate of heating, im of

holding the propellant at a (iven temperature. Whi. i. rate of heatift In

per minute, the tempirature ol . _i-!,nition for nitrocellulose propellant 16 -q A

to 200-230°C, and about 300-340°C for h}..Ji propellants. Under U -. y CeIoidtiono

:cf propelJlant utilization, such high temperaturt e- not occur. However, a

temperature close to 2000c can appear during long-ttrm fli6,,ts of rocket-type

flight vehicles. In this case, propellants that are utilized vither in the fo'm o1

primary charges or in auxiliary devicks 'sn be heated to high temperatures.

Propeliants with high thermal resistance are employed in such vehicles.

Solid rocket propellants, with regard to their physical and chemical properti(us,

arc comparatively stabl to the vaious external ..nfluence by the chamical energy

sourues of rocket motion. Their handling is comparatively simple and does not

rfquir, any special measures or particular conditions. However, only their proptr"

utilization and timely quality control can ensure their reliable and effective uso

in engines.

I
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CHAPTER IV

BURNING OF SOLID ROCKET PROPELLANTS

§ 10. Ignition of Propellants

The c :mical energy which a rocket propellant possesses is converted into

ilieraial energy when it burns. "%ie perfection of the transformation of chemical

cnergy into the thermal energy of the combustion products depends on the organization

of the burning.

Burning of solid propellants begins with their ignition by a special igniter

(Fig. 1±). The role of the igniter consists in heating the surface layers of the

propellant to a trccrature at which there begins an intense chemical transformation

of the propellant, and in simultaneou,ly creating the pressure that is necessary

for normal burning of the charge. Igniters frequently employ black powder or a

m.tal-oxidizer mixture (e.cg., aluminum or magnesium and potassium perchlorate).

The solid metal oxides that are formed as a result of burning promote the best

propellant ignition. The igniter usually is placed in the bottom portion ol7 the

c ine and is actuated by an electric squib.

In end-burning engines, the igniter is mounted at the nozzle.

The first black ,,- r was a mechnical mixture of finely pulverized potassium

iitrate KNO, carbon, and sulfur, and was used in this form for fireworks, igniting

,omositlons, and primid-,e rockets. Then they learned how to pack it, granulate

it, tnd make articles from it, including the rocket charges which were still

,,mpioyed in the Second Wori, ' jr.

Contempoary bla,-'- - , f consists of 75% potassium nitrate, wn .. serves a.;

:Io oxidirer, 151 charcoal, atw I0, sulfur. The last two components are fuels,

whill the sulfur is also a binder %,hiL ensures the necessary density and strength
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of the black powder.

Black powder is manutactured either in the formT f

2 grains of various dimensions (ordlinary gru] ,0

the form of small articles shaped lik - pri

or several channels and cubes L . is dak-

gray and its specific gravity i equal to 1.50-i.(5 P/,cm,

Black powder ij v ry sensitive to the flamet and
Fig. 1. Igniter: I - spark which appears upon impact with metallic objects
electric- squib; 2 -~incande ¢c n2e bridgeawdth inflamlaL'l compo- arid thorefore requircz especially orderly hand' ing.

sition; 3 -alumium or Granular Llack powder does not t *aliormly; it
plastic igniter ease;

- black powder. hurns at a very high sp.- ,t high pressures. black

powder that is pressed co a sp-iIt' 7ravity of 1.8 g/cm 3 , even at large pressures,

burns uniformly in parallel layers.

Up to 47% soltd and 53% gaseous products ait ,.Jeased when black powder burns.

585 kcal cf heat, 280 liter of gases, and 680 g of zolids are released (per kg or

powder). Its burning temperature is on the order of 20000C.

Due to the formation of a large quantity of heated solid particles, black

powder has a good igniting ability and ensures reliable actuation of the main charges

of rockets and cannon-typed artillery.

The weight of black powder for an igniter is selected experimentally in order

to ensure reliable ignition of the entire surface of the charge, but not to cause

its destruction.

The response time of the entire igniter is very short measured in hundredths

of a second. In order to obtain a faster growth of pressure, the nozzle is closed

by plug (cover) which is ejected or destroyed upon ieaching a specified pressure.

The ignition of a chqrge occurs in the following way. Current is fed from

the gCrouna power source to the bridge of the electric squib. The inflm,,rn.ble

composition inflames and lights the black powder of the electric squib. The

combustion products that are formed pierce the cover of the igniter and Ingite the

black powder which is located there. The hot gases and solid particles of the

turned-out igniter ignite the main charge of solid propellant.

The solid propellant charge starts to burn along the surface in parallel layers,

-j releasing a large quantity of gases which, in passing through the nozzle, also

create engine thrust. In distinction from ordinary industrial fLrnaces, the burning
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of a solid propellant in an engine chamber

___________- -- occurs under very tense conditions.

A charge of solid propellant that is
i'i. ±2. Motion of gas flows during burning in an engine chamber is surrounded

11C. 1n. %onof ga fharws durn ing
burning of a charge in art engine. on all sides by gases which are compressed

to a high pr-ssure and healed to 2500-30000C. The formed gases move along the charge

at high speeds (±00-200 m/sec) to the nozzle (Fig. 12), frequently forming counter

flows. These gas flows render a strong influence on propellant burning, which

1Jds to abnormal phenomena in some instances.

The process of propellant burning in an engine is estimated according to the

' hange of pressure during the time of charge burning. To do this, when the charges

• lnd engines are being adjusted and tested, an electric pressure pickup is placed

in th- combustion chamber and its readings are recorded on moving photographic

paptr or film in the form of a pressure-time curve.

The normal form of this curve is shown in Fig. 13. The section O-a on the

-urve reflects the response time of the igniter; section a-b indicates the burning

time of the main charge, and section b-c characterizes the escape time of the

combustion products of burning af' .r burnout of the charge.

P Propellant burning is a very

complicated physical and chemical

process of the rapid transformation of

a solid, dense substance into gases.
The rational use of propellants

Pig. 13. Change of pressure in engine and control of the process which occurs
dtAring propellant burning.

in the engine requires a knowledge

of the essence of the burning procts.

§ 1i. The Burning Mechanism

The burning rr,chanism of nitrocellulose propellants has been studied most

ftlily and In most detail.

During burninfg, the solid propellant is converted into gaseous combustion

products due to the react, . of thermal disintegration and subsequent chemical

rcactions.

The heat released as a re-Alt of burning, in turn, influences the still

unburned propeliant -,id thereby automatically supports the reaction of thermal

L 
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disintegration and then the chemical reactions. The bkirY,1t -: of soli ;,?opeilats

occurs both in solid phase (on the surface) and in gas phase (in tht voltan).

The burning temperature always increases, beginning with the initlrl tropuc

temperature To to the highest nossible temperature under the giveri cud'

of burning Tmax .

As result of experimental observations of the burnin-, ).vucss, it was

possible to establish that the whole process ci , ing is multistage and fully

con .ecutive. In eccordance with this, the entire burning region is conveniently

Zseparated int,, 6 tries of zone, (Fil. 14).

burning zones whikh cntltioz.Lty

of tuull.!divided into 6, 1-ris, are characteri-d by

*the following processes.

xcre Xs--X4 is the heatiq, -. Somntimto

it is calle.. 0-1 zone under the burning surf-.,-

Fig. 14. Diagram of burning in this zone the prop1layit does not yet
zones for nitrocellulose
propellants. burn, but only is heated from the initial

temperature T to the temperature of the beginning of the intense chemical reactions

which occurr on the burning surface.

The width of this zone (the heating depth) depends on the temperature of the.

surface, density, heat capacily, and thermal conduction of the propellant, and tlsu

on the burning rate. The greater the thermal condition of the propellant and thl

aur'ace temperature, the greater the depth of heating, and the greater the burning

rate of the propellant the smaller the depth of heating. The value of this zone iii

the burning mechanism is essential since propellant burning under unfavorable

conditions will depend on how much heat was stored in the heating zone.

Zone x4-x is the zone of thermal disintegration of cellulose nitrates and

nitrQ,1lyerin and intense chemical surface rea'ctions, The to heat withdrawal from

the 'lami zone, the propellant surface melts, and the cellulose nitrates start tv

thermally disintegrate approximately at a temperature of 190-200°C into nitrog( r

oxides and intermediate substances.

Nitroglycerin decomposes analogously.

* The process of decomposition of cellulose nitrates and nitroglycerin ucc'rs

with the liberation of heat, which can lead to partial thermal disinte,rotion of'

I the other organic substances contained in the propellant.
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Thc t'ree nitrogen oxides that have been released partially enter chemical

reaotions with the intermed!'.te products of thermal disintegration. More heat is

'h( n rele9sed, and thz ,,; 'face tc-rmi' rature rises to 300-3500 C.

Tht extent1l 9ppearanc( of the burning surface resembles a fast-changing,

'orimirn with gas tubbles, prtially r, .>J and luminescent region of propellant

The v'due of this zone in the overall burning process is very great since the

w;n.Itivity t' the burning rate of propellants to the change of pressure and initial

t.,mp. rature depends on the specific gravity of the chemical reactions of this

cle in the whoiP burning process and the quantity of heat that is liberated. Thp

morte intensely the reactions occur in this zone, the less sensitive the propellant

iL to f change of pressure 4nd initial temperature, and its advantages are even

,one x 3 -x 2 , the mixed or "boiling" zone, is directly adjacent co the burning

irfacw, and externally resembles paths of flying incandescent solid particles

mi xcd with gas flows. In this zone there occur intense chemical reactions between

¢atskous nitrogen oxide and the solid intermediate products of the disintegration

r .,llulose nitrates and other parent substances, heat is also liberated, and

ti ircrature increases.

Zone x,-x1 , thit dark or induction zone, does not glow at low pressures

(l_1-20 kg/cm 2 ) in an qtmosphere of inert gas and is similar to the lower nonluminous

c, otlon of a cndlt flamc.

In this zone there occurs accumulation of the active intermediate combustion

products (NO, CO, H2 , and others) which then energetically react and form final

produets. The prescnce of the dark zone is explained by the fact that the reactions

-f nI ro ( n oxide 11O with the intermediate products are comp.arqtively slow ard

r , dVinlt , t1n , i.e., induction period.

The induction perlou is reduced with the increase of pressure and initial

propellant temperature, -.nd oonversely.

At certain presmwt,, thse reactions, in general, cannot appear, and then in

the react ion products thr I. I be many nitrogen oxides NO. The value of this

-onC iii tht over',tl burnin, .,rocess consists in the fact that its width and

IMnu0itioia of combuLtih, Irnlucts determine the fullness (completeness) or

icompteteienc'; of propellant burning at a given pressure.
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If the external conditions are favorable, the intei-j chemical r, - .tioro of

the induction zone lead to final combustion products aI the forr,tion of a i'lme

zone x1-O.

The composition of the final reaction poducts is cotabllshed in

with the laws of chemical thermodynamics and with the final bu i1,r t - iaturt

Tmax n2 pressure.

It should b3 borne in mind that the zonal i:lideration of the burning proccas

has 5 somewhat conaitional character since in the actual process the zones are not

always clearly discernible, , .1the chemical rear Lions in them can occur in serie';

as well as in parallel. The detailed i anism of the burning o 'd propellants

at present is also an object of study.

The burning mechanism o ny:'rid propellants has been studied in less detail

than the burning mechanism of nltgoe±iil.±ce propellants. in prit T, -, it could

bE represented by the same diagram as that for nitrocellulose propellants.

However, the burning mechanism of hybrid propellari,; hts a number of

peculiarities that are determined by the composition and nature of the substances

in them.

The burning of hybrid propellants, just as nitrocellulose ones, begins in the

solid phase with the thermal disintegration of oxidizers and fuel binders. The

burning process is completed in gas phases due to the intense chemical reactions

between the gaseous products of thermal disintegration of the components.

In distinction from nitrocellulose propellants, higher temperatures of the

burning surface (to 500-6O°C) and maximum burning temperatures closer to the

burning surface are most characteristics for the burning of hybrid propellants.

The process of burning solid rocket propellants is very sensitive to external

influences: e.g., pressure and initial propellant temperature.

WIth the increase of pressure and temperature, zones x,-x3 are sharply reduced,

and the flame zone approaches right to the burning surface. The heat supply to

the burning surface increases, the burning rate increases, and the heating zone Is

narrowed.

When pressure and temperature is lowered, conversely, the zones are expanded,

-. and at a certain critical pressure the flame zone disappears and the burning

becomes smoldering; the temperature in the zones does not rise above the temperature

of the dark zone. In the combustion products these appear many nitrogen oxides,
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energy is not completely released and, as they say, there o2curs incomplete burning.

In order to avoid thes' unfavorable conditions, burning catalysts are employed

that accelerate the chemical reactions in the solid and gas phases, which promote

more complete burnirtt and in the final result improve the propellant characteristics.

§ 12. Propellant Burning Rate

A quantitative appraisal oi the process of propellant burning is made by

using elither the rate of movement of the burning front or the mass of propellant

burolvC per unit time from a unit ;f the surface.

In first case the burning rate is said to be linear and is expressed in

mm/sec or cm/sec; in the second case it is called the mass burning rate and expressed

it) g/cn 2 sec. In practice, the linear burning rate is used more frequently.

The burning rate is a very important operating characteristic of a propellant

siJjje it is used to estimate the quantity of gases which are formed during

propellant burning per unit time from the surface of a charge. It is one of the

b~sic parame ters when designing propellant charges.

The burning rate of a propellant depends on tne pressure in the engine, the

initial temperature of the propellant, its density, energy characteriqtics, the

riat re of the component parts of '.he propellant, the size of the oxidizer particles

(in hybrid propellants) and the burning catalysts.

For practical purposes, it is always necessary to first of all know the

relationship of the burning rate to pressure.

The relationship of the burning rate of solid propellants to pressure is

determined experimencally and expressed by formulas which have been called the

lows of the burning rate. The laws of the burning rate for many propellants have

the form

u=a + bp',

where u is the burning rate in mm/sec or cm/sec; p is the pressure at which the

propellant burns in kg/em'; a, b, and v as experimental coefficients that

characterize the nature of the propellant, the presence of catalysts, the

dimensions of the oxidizt - i -ildes, and other properties of the propellant.

The law of the burnint, ,-dte is found experimentally for each propellant in thc

, ,ired pressure rang.

According to the law of the burning rate, it is possible to 2alculate burning



, ! rate for any pressure.

Table 6 gives the values of burning rates and the laws of burnlng rates for

typical propellants, and they are depicted grapnictully in I 1.. 15.

Table 6. Burning Rate of Solid Rocket ProputlaInt ,

Burning rate i,'
Pressure Law of burning for p in kg/cm"
range rate 30 - o0 0

Nitrocellulose propellants, type H, T-6 and H14-2

-0 p0.6
100-20 ' 0.7 P4 6.4 9

400-200 . .0 + 0.05 p

Nitrocellulose prop+Ilants, type M-8 and -

30-120 1 u = 0.885 p0o.69 I i '.')114.01 21.2

Hybrid pooellants with NH1C1 type AP

14-120 u = 2.2 p 9.6 10.51 .

Hybrid propellants with K -.1,14 type ALT-161

70-i40 a = 1.24 pO.1 16.4 19.1 31

Hybrid propellants with NH4N03 type All

u = 0.4 p0 .5 0.6 1.0 3.0

When evaluating propellants with respect %o burning rate, not only is the

value of thQ burning rate at the given pressure taken into account, but also its

dependence on the change of pressur2. In many cases the propellant will be better

suited for use in an engine, the less set.sitive the burning rate is to the change

of pressure, i.e., the smaller the coefficients v and b.

§ 3. Temperature Coefficient
of Burning Rate

Besides the absolute value of the burning

rate, another no less important characturisAc

101. of solid propellants is the dependence of

0000 their burning rates on the initial temperaturc

o 20 o o IOU 70P of the charge. This dependence is expressed

iig. 15. Dependence of burning by the temperature coefficient (gradient)

rate on pressure for various of the burning rate Au/At, which may be4 propellants.
calculated by the foxmula
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I

whre Au is thp burning ratc increment, which depends upon the temperature increment;

At is the temperature increm(nt; ut is the burning rate at temperature ti; ut

is the turning ratc at tcmrperatuy.< t 2 .

This is shown graphically in Fig. 16.

The temperature grdient of tht burning rate sniows how the burning rate

Qhanges when tne temperature change by 10C.

The burning rate of certain propellants with a change of temperature, e.g.,

from -4C to +140 0C, can increase from one and a half to two times.

The strength of the walls of a rocket engine and the flow area of a nozzle

usually are calculated for a specific pressure and quantity of formed gases. The

latter depends on the burning rate.

If the engine is calculated for minimum pressure during propellant burning

at lov temperatures, an increase in temperature results in an increase of the

burning rate, an increase in pressure, and the engine can be destroyed.

Conversely, if the engine is calculated for maximum pressure, the gas entry

will be small and pressure will drop at low temperatures due to the small burning

rate. Thrust then decreases and the engine's service life increases.

'Ifine U9 As an example, Table 7 shows the

change in thrust and operating time

depending upon temperature for the booster

JATO 15 KS-1000. This engine is
calculated for a thrust of 450 kg and

-40 -20 0 20 40 toC a temperature interval of use from -514

Fig. 16. Dependence of burning to +60°C.
rate on initial temperature o1 charge.

As can be scen, all engine parameters

change sharply during temperature variations.

In order to cxci.. 4bnormql engine operation, propellait are selectea with

a small temperature dependence of the burning rate and the temperature interval

of it. use is assigiifd.

T*r't 7. Change in Engine Performance
ol, ( 15 KS-iO00 Depending Upon
Ihi<it Temperature

Lgnition Service
delay, see Thrust, kg life, sec

-.514 .1 370 18
+15 0.11 480 J-4
+60 0.09 600 11.5
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Table 8. Temperature Gradients of Burning Rate and Tempf riture Interv*,)' of
Propellant Use

Temperature gradient Temperature iniecv I
Propellant of burnir, rate, of use, C

mm/see deg

Ordinary nitrocellulose ............ 0.015-0.020 -. -

Nitrocellulose with hieh-energy
characterlstics, type M-6 .......... ... 0.039-0.040 -30 - +60

Hybrid, type ALT-±6if. .... ......... .057-0. cu0 -55 - +75

Hybrid, ammonium perchlorate base,
type AP ..... ................. ... 0.03-0.02 -55 - +75

The temperature gradients oi thr burning rat, and temperature intervals of

use for typical solid rocket propellants art shown in Table 8.

In cases when it is nT, rossible to select the ne., qary propellant with resL- t

to Au/At, the flow areas of the no~zi_! are adjusted or the engines are spu,:ially

heated. In th- first case, at low temperaturcs, the size of the 0I" L-al area

cf the nozzle is partially overlapped or several r,,zzi.ps are completely closed off

if the engine has more than one nozzle. In the second case, as was done for the

American rocket "Honest John," and electric b-anket is placed on the rocket

and the charge temperature is sustained at the necessary level in the winter.

§ 14. Erosional Burning and Critical Pressure of Complete Burning

The above-considered dependences for the burning rate of solid rocket

propellants are not always observed under the conditions of an actual rocket ergira.

Experimental data, in particular, shoi that with the increase of the velocity

of the gas flow parallel to the burning surface of the charge, the burning rate

increases to values which exceed its normal magnitude as obtained from tht law of

the burning rate.

This phenomenon is called erosional burning.

Thmre are opinions that there is a limiting velocity of gas flow (threshold

velocity) below which the speed of flowing gases does not affect the burning rate.

Calculation of erosional burning ts especially necessary in engines with high

internal flow velocities.

Lrosionai burning also can be caused by the collision of counter flows and

jet streams. In turn, it can be the cause of unstable, resonance burning.

Solid propellants also have a limiting critical pressure, below which thc

burning is in,omplett. In incomplete burning, engine thrust drops sharply, and the

L-50-
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combustion products contiln many intermediate products that have not been completely

burned.

Propellants have prtssure lmls, below which it is impossible to use the

propellants.

These limits (approiatx) are shown in Table 9 for various propellants.

From tne dat! given in Table 9, it f'ollows .nat:

- the higher the energy characteristics of nitrocellulose propellants, the

lower the critical pressure of complete burning;

- the critical pressure of complete burning of hybrid propellants is lower

thaii the actual pressures at which SPRE operate.

Table 9. Limits of Critical Pressure for Various Propella ts
Lower limit of.

Propellant critical pressure,

kg/cm
2

Ordinary nitrocellulose, type H ........... 40

Nitrocellulose with high-energy characteristics, type
.1-8 ............. ........................... 15
Hyorid, type ALT-161 ..... ................ ... 50

Hybrid, ammonium perchlorate base ....... .......... i4

Hybrid, ammoniun -itrate base ......... ............ 7

The limit of complete burning of nitrocelluloqe propellants is lowered by

introdxcing burning catalysts into their composition. The most effective catalysts

lower the critical pressure cf complete bu-ning from one and a half to two times.

§ 15. Abnormal Burning

Abnormal propellant burning i.n an engine appears as an irregular change of

prossure in the engine chamber (Fig. 17). Despite the fact that the phenomenon

of qbnormal propellant burning in an engine was known long ago, there is still nc

exhatisting explanation of the causes which bring about such burning.

Ic is assume d thau eii various cases of abnormal burning usually have two of

Ilhe most characteristic forms: unstable and incomplete burning.

Onstable burning (l i,. 17a) is characterized by a sudden growth of pressure

ii rockket tngines -r by , h'rp increase of the burning surface (internal defects

or psrtlal destruction of ', charge), or due to the appearing resonance of high-

1'requency sound vibr. of cases in the engine (resonance burning).

Pr'onaoeo burniinq is related to the presence of a critical point in the
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burning zone, ,!hich has a uero gas

velocity. The burning of a charge ii,

, .this point is accompanied by the

) separation of gas flows in A. .

of the nozzle and .;i .,tit , ujte

direction.

A A Sao 2-Incomplete burning (Fig. 17b)

b) appears us ally as a sharp drop of

Fig. 17. Abnormal burning: d) unstable; pressure in the engine and is accompaiiU

b) incoplete. by pauses, "gasps," ,, -1 "sputtering."

This character of burning is explained by tht :'1lowing:

Propellant burning at lo . nressures is slow and takes place at some distance

from the burning surface. If burning cQ,3es due to a drop in pres-;"-, or because

the Ias flow along the charge surface is so great that it carries incompletely

burned prcducts from the nozzle, the flame temperature arops sharply and the

quantity of gaseous products decreases. This leads to a lowering of pressure in

the chamber, a drop in surface temperature, and the cessation of burning.

The following cycle begins due to the fact that the exothermic reactions in the

hented layer of propel'.ant do not stop and the propellant, which obtains additional

heat from the engine wallsi, again ignites and increases the pressure in the engine.

However, the heated layer buens quickly and does not ensure normal pressure, as

a resu.lt of which the pressure again drops and the cycles can be repeated several

times.

Burning .ktalysts promote acceleration of the chei~cal reactions in the

propel £.t burn., zones and thereby ensure complete propellant burning at lower

pressures and initial charge temperatures.

Th,. stability of propellant burning is ncreased by changing not only their

prope,'ties, but also the geometric shapes of bhe charges, and also by closing off

part of the charge's surface with a nonburning material, i.e., an inhibitor.

The ch eis then placed in the engine in such a way that it is always

possible for the gases formed during burning to pass through the nozzle without

any obstructions.

Consequently, a solid-propellant enCine, with the exception of the end-

burning type, always has a free area inside, which also means a free volume which
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is not filled with propellant.

Thus, for A typical SPRE, the following distribution of volume between its

aggregates is characteristic:

Propellant .... ............ .75.7%

Insulation of chamber wall ....... 1.3%

Front and rear bottoms ......... ... 0.2%

Diaphragms ..... ............. . .6%

Igniter ...... .............. 0.4%

Free volume for passage of gases . . 21.8%

The size of the free volume in an engine determines the charging and

consequently, the relative propellant weight in the engine.

In turn, the charging density is equal to

F.

where FT is the cross-sectional area of the end of the charge; FH is the cross-

sectional area of the combustion chamber.

§ 16. Energy Characteristics of Solid Rocket Propellants

Up till now we have been considering th(. various properties of finished

propellants. When describing the properties of the separate components, we took

into accou ,t the po,,ibility of manufacturing the propellants and their physical,

chemical, and mechanical properties.

However, the most important for snlid propellants, just as for any propellants,

are their energy characteristics, i.e., their calorific value and specific impulse

(specific thrust).

The calorific value of a propellant is determined by the quantity of heat

which is released during combustion of I kg of suhshtnee in oxygen ir air under the

condition that "I] combustion products are reduced to standard conditions (to a

tcmperature of 250C an.a k pressure of 760 mm Hg).

The calorific valuE, or caloricity, of rocket propellants, which Is a measure

of their potential chomical energy, does not yet completely characterize rocket

propellants as sources of erergy of rocket motion. The fact is that during the

discharge of propellant . - ttion products from the nozzle of a jet engijoe, thcy

-ire not cooled to th, i temperature at which the calorific value is determined.

'sually tht tcmpcraturt of tht- uAses at the nozzle outlet is greater than 10000 C;

therefore, thf calorlfc value of propellants in a jet engine is used not completly.
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Th Incompleteness of the use of the calorific value of rr cuellarts D, it,

is csti %ted by e'ficienc[ [KPD]q (HJ 1 N, which is 9lways less th a unity.

The calorific value of propellants is an important and necessary cher.ctcr1'

of the energy capabilities of propellants: the greater it is, the better -C

propellant as a source of energy. But this, it seems, is not en',i: to - ,.%Luate

the propellant completely. It is also necessary to consider tht properties of the

combustion, produ,42ts.

The quantity which considers both the energy source and the p-op,,rties of

t the workin6 substance is specific thrust.

Specific thrast is the engine thrusL ,'eferred to a unit of th- .ight rate of

propellant flow, i.e., to the amount of it which p:.-- fiom the nozzle in the

form of combustion products ptx second.

If the combustion prvtducts of the j,:,ppllant in the nozzle of , t ungine,

ir.: txpanded to external pressure, the specific ,.orust can be determined by the

forr Ala

2)k k, thrust

11 k'-I) "v k,~ J Kg ioropeilltnt/sec'
where R is the specific gas constant in kgm/kg deg; T is the propellant burning

0 2
temperature in K; pO is the pressure in the combustion chamber in kg/cm ; Pa is

th,- pressure at the nozzle cutoff in kg/cm 2 ; g is acceleration due to gravity

in m/see2 k is the adiabatic exponent.

Thc specific thrust of solid propellants is frequently called the specific

imoulse, or the unit impulse of thrust - I.

The product of the value of the unit impulse multiplied by the weight of all

the prop lant in the engines gives the value of the total impulse of the engines

wher rL engine thrust in kg; T is the service life of the engine (propellant[l burning time) in sec; a is the propellant weight in kg.

Specific thrust (unit impulse) may be calculated if the calorific value of'

the p 'opellant Hu and its engine utilization factor q are known:

P,. 1 =9,34

11xO:,.ever, it is not alw,9ys possible on practice to directly dotermin,, its

calorific valuc and utilization factor since they depend on th, pres.urf, and
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temperature of propellant burning in the et,gine chamber and tne combustion products

at, the nozzle cutoff.

In other words, thcy are vari-4 Le quantities and depend on the specific

conditions of prope+l.ant burning; therefore, specific thrust (unit impulse) is the

most common energy characterlstic of rocket propellants. Thus, if the calorific

value of rocket propellants characterizes them as sources of chemical encrgy, the

Lpccific thrust (v-it impulse) makes it possible to evaluate propellants as source

of cnergy of rocket motion when they are used in sprcfic engines.

In the formula for specific thrust, the pressure :n the engine pO and the

pressure at the nozzle cutoff pa can be specified beforOhand by the nozzle design

and are in no way connected with the propellant. The relationship po/pa is called

th,, expansion ratio.

If we assume that pressure pO and the expansion ratio jn the engine will

rf-main const ..it, the specific thrust will depend onl on the composition of the

propellant, its calorific value, and the properties of the combustion products,

i.+., on T and k.

It should be recalled that propellants can be compared among themselves with

respecc to the m~gnitude of specific thrast (unit impulse) only in if the expanalon

ratio is the same. The greater the expansion ratio, the Creater the specific

thrust (Fig. 18). The greater the specific thrust at a constant expansion ratio,

the better the rocket propellant as a source of energy of rocket motion.

The relationbhlp between the oxidizer and

Vk-prV lh /nee fuel elements in a propellant, independently of

Z4 - -what their combinations are is determined by

2I0- Zthe excess oxidant ratio a.

Z20 For propellants that contain oxygen, hydror-r.,

210 - carbon, and nitrogen atoms, the excess oxidant

ratio is defined as the ratio of the, number ol'

p p .p oxygen atoms in the propellants to the numbcr
ZO 4 0 to v0s /ZO P1 necessary for the combustion of hydrogen to wratr r

and carbon to carbon dioxide.
1,ig. 18. Dependenc- of
-pe'-li' thrust on ',xp,',I , When there is xactly the 'mount or oxygen
r-itio 1'or d,,sign coridlilot:
Or disc',h-rgt of comb in the propeliant ncessary for compirtc combustion

or th, substarnccs remAining in it, the mixturr' is
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1
said to be stoichiometric and a = 1. But Inasmach as ther heavier _ , in

the combustion products (steam and carbon dioxide), it u unp ofit L , to incr,. -#s a.

With the increase of temperature, the gases that are formed begin to

dissociate, and break up into simpler ones; thercfore, the components of c-oii4

propellants are selected in such relationships so that the excess oxid .tt

is zrot very large, but corresponds the maximum value of specific tl-m . t.

An important condition that limits the value of o .,1o are the tc nnologic'1

capabilities of manufacturing tne propt ilants an*d their physical-mechanical

propErties. For instance, nitrocellulose prorellants which are prepared with

ie relationship of the enteriz±, iubtances corresponding to the optimum %nlue of

a are not suitable for use with regard to Lteir physical-mechari: . ,roperties.

Many hybrid propellants which are optimum with respe.CL '- their energy characteristic:"

cannot be prepared technologicelly. In virtue of these reasons, solid propellonts

as a rule have a = 0.58-0.70 for nitroceiliJcse propellants and o - .70-0.85

-ni uf to . !O for hybrid propellants.

Table 10. Encr y Characteristics of Solid Rocket Propellants
Prope llants

Nitrocellulose I Hr =-
Characteristic Dimension A, H-2, M-S, M-13, A ALT-161 AP 'olyurethanc

JPN without
r tn aluminum

Burning tem-
perature at
pressure 40-70

kg/cm2  0K 12200-2300 3100-3200 1755 2000 2800 2800-3000

Specifjc

lmpul'-) at

k , thrust
- - kg propellant/sec 208-2±0 225-230 182 175 232 ?33-236

a-)0 The same 220-2241 240-246 200 lqO 249 250-253Pa
( theor'et cal

valuo)

Calorific
value kcal/kg 8,0-880 1170-1200 - - --

Th)ble 10 gives the energy characteristics and thermodynamic properties of
e.c-rtnin propellants.

It follows from the data 1r. Table 10 that the specific thruot of' oolid rock. t

propellants varies in wide limltL, but is not very great in absolutv vlu .. In

order to bc convinccd of this, it is sufficient to compare the enero;y chiract riftlc

of liquid -nd solid propellants (Table 1±).
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•4,

Thble ii. Energy C'aracteristics of Liquid and Solid Propellants
Specific Burning Specific' thrust at

Propellant gavity temperature, Po/P, 50/I,

If/cm K kg ti.rust
kg pr oe il ant/s5'c

Liquid propellants

Kerosen- + 9 8'i HNO 3  . . . . . . . . .  1.36 3000 235

Kerosene + nitrogen tetroxide (U10;). 1.38 3200 245

Kerosene + liquid oxygen ... ..... 1.00 3650 280
93.5c, ethyl alcohol + liquid oxygen . 0.99 3350 260

Dimethylhydrazine (CH3)2"2H2 + liquid

oxygen ......... ................. 1.02 3400 290

Liquid hydrogen I liquid fluorine . . 0.75 4980 350

Applied solid rocket propellants... 1.6-1.7 2600-3000 220-240

Prospective solid rocket propellants. 1.7-1.8 3200-3500 2 5-250

One of the 3implest ways of increasing the energy capabilities of hybrid

propelants is t(, use metals In their composition in the form of powders (e.g.,

a Luminum or magnesium). This method makes it possible to increase specific thru.)t

in some cases by 10-15 units. Table 12 gives the comparative energy characteritie.

of vadious hybrid propellants with various metals.

It follows from the given data that the most effective adcitive is aluminum

in a quantity of no more than 15-20%.

In addition to raising the energy characteristics of propellants, metals also.

increase their density (they are supposed to reduce the specific gravity to

-ipproximately 2 g/cm ). Howtver, the manufacture of such propellants requires

powders with a particle diameter of less than 10 microns (from I to 0.1).

This improves the combustion of metals, but the production of such powders

,tnd their preservation in at, unoxidized state is .a difficult task.

An *s-.nta deficicney of such pruptllant: is the fact that during their

L iroinf vry high I, ,, - rtures are developed and a large quantity of solid produt..

Another way of incr,,iig the energv characteristics of hybrid propellant

i-- to find new oxidlz,-r5 with a large reserve of free oxygen and fuel binders in

-.hich the c'4rbon atoms w(,, replaced by atoms of me-tals (Ai, 1.g, B). At

,reocnt, * ich methods orc (,ni, bcing investigated abroad.

T12ho following ichtu lun. can be made from the data given in Tables 10, ii,
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Table 12. Energy Characteristics of Propellants Containirj Metals

Propellant - 4

L 4  - -If4 M 0-
ii) :4 0 Ei ;Z) a0: >r=U>

. -.) W 0 0'4 --r4)1

Characteristic a t I , I I
= ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ C U. II,:¢,,r _,

Durning temperature in K 2420 2790 3002 3221 3290 3519 2915 2481

Content of solids in % - - 18.9 7.85 18.85 27.9 I(.6

Specific thrust at pO/pa
=70/1 in kg thrust 224 2 36 248., 252.6 254 2113.4 241

Xg propellant/sto

With regard to effectiveness and ?,., ine design features, ltquid . 'li1ants

stl! surpass solid propellants. Contemporary tiuid-propellant rockets have a

very improved design, the weight of which, as compared L., total gross, weight, is

insignificant. The weight of the liquid propellant placed in a rocket. with respec "

to the weight of the entire rocKet is a [LPRE] (}p,), reaches 80% and more. The

relative propellant weight in contemporary solid-propellant rockets and solid-

propellant engines amounts to a total of 30-60%.

Tht larjer specific thrust and better design characteristics of LPRE provide

the liquid oropellant with a greater effectivcness as compared to solid propellants.

Tht , application of light and durable materials for the manufacture of solid-

[ropellant enge'nes .:ill make it possible to considerably improve their desigrn

-liaricte'ristics, which will also increase the effectiveness of the solid propellants.

Tht re atre projects for rockets and engines (e.g., those designed in the Ilnittci

Statt, by Rocketdyne) which will make it possible to nave a relative propellant

weicht ,,,u 90-935. However, this is still only a project and the only data

9valiIt are taktn from advertisements.

Non.theless, solid propellants and solid-propellant rockets are more converier t

for operation. Solid-propellants rockets always are ready for launching and pos;cs

,'rititc1 reliability as compared to liquid-propellant rockets. Moreover, they arc

leSs expensive.L,- The ground equipment for liquid-propellant rockets is very comp.icated and
expensivc. For instance, from the total cost of an "Atlas" rockt.t compP ;x the

rocket itstIf comprises only 25%; the remaining cost is taken up by the propt-liant,
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the monitoring and observing equipment, the wages of the maintenance personnel,

7,nd expenditires for the construction of the launch site.

The replacement of llquid-propl lant rockets by rockets with SPRE will save

the armed forces from using the complicated and bulky equipment which is necessary

when liquid rocket propellants are employed.

In addition, liquid propellants are poisonous substances which require special

precautionary measures doring handling.

A Pirge advantage of solid-propellant rockets over liquid rockets also is

their high operational reliability during launching.

According to American data, the reliability of liquid-propellant rockets

docs not exceed 80-98%, whereas solid-propellant rocket engines ensure a

reliability of 99.96-99.99%.

The convenience in handling, safety and simplicity of storage, and high

-himical and physizal stability of solid propellants make it possible to employ

thfm in rockets of the most diverse assignment and almost under any conditions.

However, they do not compare very well with liquid rocket propellants with respect

to energy characteristics.

Research on new materials for the manufacture of engines and the creation of

mor, modern charCe designs and new -hemicals for the manufacture of solid prop(llnt.;

%i11 m')ke it possiblt to create morc improved, reliable, and inexpensive rockets

:nich will be nearly as effective as liquid-propellant rockets and will utilized

(',tensivcly for the solution of the most deverse problems.
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